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Game, Fish and Parks Commission
lune 6-7,2079
Ramkota Hotel & Convention Center
920 W Sioux Avenue, Pierre, SD

Livestream link http://www.sd.net/home/

8:00 am CT Governance Meetint

Call to order 1:00 PM CT

Division of Administration

Action ltems:

1. Conflict of lnterest Disclosure

2. Approve Minutes of the May 2019 Meeting & May Special

Meeting httDs:// .sd.sovlcommissi o archives/

3. Additional Commissioner Salary Days

4. F\ 2O2O Budget Approval

5. License List Request

lnformation ltems:

5. Second Century lnitiatives Update

7. GFP Related Foundations and Funds

8. Non-meandered Waters Update

9. Tribal Update

10. Commission Rule Review

Petitions

11. Hoop Net Use on Missouri River Tributaries

12. Restrict Firearm Use on GFP Land by Oacoma

Public Hearing 2:0O PM

Open Forum

Finalizations

13. Archery Deer Season and Access Permit Allocations

14. Bighorn Sheep Auction License

15. Boat Restrictions on Deerfield

16. Restrict Spearing of Bass on Pactola Reservoir

17. Restriction on the use of Firearms, crossbows and Bows in state Parks and Rec

Areas

This agenda is subject to change without prior notice
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Proposals

18. Antelope Hu nting Season

19. Sage Grouse Hunting Season

20. Archery Deer Hunting - Sand Lake Refuge

Division of Wildlife
lnformation ltems:

21. Big Game Water Development Projects in the Black Hills

22. Antelope Management Plan

23. CWD Action Plan

24. Bluegill Management

25. Lake Sharpe New Creel Technique

26. License Sales Update

Division of Parks and Recreation

lnformation ltems:

27. Ft. Sisseton Festival and Park Update

28. Spring Creek Ventures Ownership Update

29. Palisades State Park Expansion Update

30. Revenue, Camping and Visitation Reports

Solicitation of Agenda ltems from Commissioners

Adjourn

Next meeting information:
July 8-9, 2019
Americinn Hotel & Convention Center
3112 lsland Drive, Fort Pierre, SD

GFP Commission Meeting Archives htt os://qfo.sd.eov/com m iss ion/a rch ives/4/

This atenda is subject to change without prior notice.



Minutes of the Game, Fish, and Parks Commission
May 2-3, 2019

Chairman Gary Jensen called the meeting to order at 1:00 p.m. MT at Custer State park
Event Barn in Custer, South Dakota. Commissioners Gary Jensen, Travis Bies, Mary
Anne Boyd, Jon Locken, Scott Phillips, Russell Olson, Douglas Sharp, Robert Whitmyre
and approximately 50 public, statf, and media were present.

DIVISION OF ADMINISTRATION
Conflict of lnterest Disclosure

Chair Jensen called for conflicts of interest to be disclosed. None were
presented.

Budget FY2020 Overview
Petersen provided the Commission and overview of the FY2020 budget and

walked them through the state government budget lifecycle. He explained how the

Phillips asked for clarification on the conflict of interest if you disclose a conflict if
you remove yourself from the discussion orjust the vote.

Jon Kotilnek, staff attorney, stated it would be appropriate to remove the
Commissioner with the conflict from the discussion and the vote so they do not
influence olhers.

Phillips removed himself from the special buck discussion and vote

Approval of Minutes
Jensen called for any additions or corrections to the April 4-5, 2019 minutes or a

motion for approval.

Motion by Olson with second by Whitmyre TO APPROVE THE MINUTES OF
THE APRIL 4-5, 2019 MEETING. lrotion carried unanimously.

Additional Commissioner Salary Days
Two additional salary days for Boyd were requested for attending the bighorn

sheep workgroup and palisades stakeholder meeting.

[rotioned by Phillips, second by Locken TO APPROVE THE ADDITIONAL
SALARY DAYS. Motion carried unanimously.

License List Request
Chris Petersen, administration division director, presented a license list requests

to the Commission from Tim Lund with Lake County Pheasant Hatchery from liladison,
South Dakota for a full fee license list request for all shooting preserves ltwas noted

this request is for one-time use to distribute promotional malerials to sell pheasants.

Motioned by Olson, second by Sharp TO APPROVE THE LICENSE LIST

REQUEST. Motion carried unanimously.
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The public will become involved according to their perception of the seriousness of the
issue. People typically do not participate unless they perceive their interests to be

affected. ln this regard, the fear of loss is a stronger motivator than the joy of gain.
Despite best efforts to involve people some will choose not to participate; therefore the
public involvement process should employ multiple techniques and opportunities
throughout the lifespan of an issue to hear from a cross section of the public that is as
representative as possible. Who participates may change multiple times during the
course of the decision-making process. As a decision comes closer and closer, typically
more people will chose to participate. This is often because the potential benefits and
costs become more visible and more people see themselves affected by the decision.

There are no one-size-fits all public participation program. Public participation programs
should provide several meaningful opportunities for the public to become involved
throughout the course of an issue. Where one technique is weaker another is stronger.
lf each technique is a component in a more extensive process, then many of the
weaknesses of a technique can be lessened; however, if the process relies primarily on
a single technique, the weaknesses are likely to be pronounced.

Habitausecond Century lnitiatives
Kevin Robling. deputy secretary Tom Kirschenmann, wildlife deputy director,

provided an update on Second Century lnitiatives as follows.
Crowdsourcing for Habitat Solutions: Received over 750 emails and 3OO+ members
joined the Facebook Group page. Present top ideas to Governor Noem by early July.
Announce selected idea winners in August and award them with their choice of a park
entrance license or a small game hunting license for the upcoming year.
Hunt for Habitat: Raffle off 10 big game licenses (3- three license packages and j CSp
Bison) Raffle licket sales will start July '1, 2019 and the first drawing will be held mid-
August. Auction off the bighorn sheep license that would be valid for both the elk
mountain and badlands unit at the 2019 Governor's pheasant hunt in October 2019.
Trapping Awareness and Education Campaign: Educational material and videos as
well as best management practices illustrating predator removal and trapping
techniques are available on the GFp website. A social media and targeted email
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State of South Dakota's formal budget process is not a projected based budget or a
performance based budget, but mostly based on funding source. With components that
are driven by zero based project budgeting and program activity/performance.

Public lnvolvement
Dr. Longmire led a discussion with the Commission regarding the role ot public

involvement in decision-making. The discussion focused on who participates in public

involvement efforts and some of the constraints to public involvement. Some of the key
talking points were:

ln public engagement, issues that are emotional, passionate, and important are the
ones people work hardest for. Decisions are often between competing benefits that
society views as good. Decision makers must decide the reasonable balance point
given what is known. When the decision becomes a choice between two or more
values, it is no longer simply technical. lt can be messy, sometimes hard, and often
uncomfortable.



campaign was implemented on April 'l in conjunction with the nest predator bounty
program providing additionalways to educate and inform new and current users.
Thirteen trapping '101 classes across the state using live traps begin on April 3 and
additional classes in Rapid City and Sioux Falls are being scheduled.
Live-Trap Giveaway Program: 5,500 participants registered for free live traps in a 10
hour timeframe on March 1. Traps are curren y being distributed and all 16,000+ traps
should be fabricated and distributed by October 1, 2019.
Nest Predator Bounty Program: The program runs from April 1 - August 3i unless
the $500,000 expenditure cap is met first - then the program will close. >8,OOO taals
have been submifted by more than 750 participants. The program is focused on getting
families outside to ensure South Dakota's outdoor heritage remains strong for the nexi
100 years. Second Century trapper photo contest has been undeMay since April .1;

using the hasthag #SecondcenturyTrapper. There will be 5 grand prize winners who
receive a GFP live trap to include lures and other trapping items
Second Century Habitat Fund: Converting the current SD Habitat Conservation
Foundation to the Second Century Habitat Fund. Reorganization of board members.
New by-laws and articles of incorporation have been drafted. Branding will be updated
and a formal press release will be distributed documenting the change. First Second
Century Habitat Fund meeting scheduled for mid/late-May.
Second Century Working Lands Habitat Program: Program rollout to begin first part
of May. Short-term goal is to have 5,000 acres enrolled by Juty 1 , 2019. s-yr working
lands program that establishes perennial nesting cover. One-time $150.00 incentive
payment, free seed provided to producer. Can be hayed or grazed after August 1s'.
New Sources of Revenue for Enhanced Habitat Funding: Develop an action plan
that targets specific companies. organizations and businesses at the state and national
levels to make a request for significant monetary donations expanding the Second
Century working lands habitat program. A specialty habitat license plate will be
evaluated during the2020 legislative session. ln the interim, a habitat decal will be
available for purchase aiter July 1, 2019. This decal r,4,/ill be available as a vehicle
window decal, but also could be placed on a boat, trailer, ice shelter or other piece of
equipment as a mobile billboard. Creation of a habitat stamp or "conservation
certificate". Evaluate alternatives and draft potential legislation for the 2020 legislative
session. Create enhanced donation opportunities towards the Second Century Habitat
Fund on GFP's licensing system and website.

WDM Program Revielv
Jason Simmons, Governor's Office policy advisor, informed the Commission of

an external review of the South Dakota's Wildlife Damage [4anagement and Animal
Damage Control Programs that will be conducted by the Wildlife Management lnstitute
(WMl). He explained this review is to evaluate the efflcacy ofthe services provided.

WlVl will evaluate the past 10 years of the two programs, including program policies and
procedures; program operations and services; administration and organizational

structure; budget and revenue sources; communication and outreach (internally and

externally); transparency and accountability efforts; and identify strengths and

weaknesles. ln addition, WMI will conduct public surveys and interviews with GFP staff'

the Animal Damage Control Policy Advisory Committee, GFP Commissioners and other

stakeholders.
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Non-meandered waters
Kevin Robling, deputy secretary, shared that currently 2,995 acres have been

marked closed to public recreational use. This is less than 2 percent of the publicly-
accessible nonmeandered water acres across the state and down from the peak of over
5,000 nonmeandered water acres closed in March 2018. An access agreement was
finalized with the landowners of Reetz Lake and the lake is now open to the public from
May 1 - Sept 30,2019. The "Recreation and Respect" campaign and the "Adopt-a-
Lake" program have been front and center. The department has been strongly
encouraging recreational users to "leave no trace" and pick up garbage. The goal is to
get more than 15 adopt-a-lake clean-up events scheduled during the summer of 20'19.

Foundation Update
Sean Blanchette, Foundations Director fo. the Department provided a brief

update for the two nonprofit Foundations that support the Department's mission. The
South Dakota Parks and Wildlife Foundation recently entered a purchase agreement to
secure 10 additional acres of property at Palisades State Park. ln addition to all
previously purchased parcels, this latest acquisition completes the current vision for
expansion at Palisades. The South Dakota Habitat Conservation Foundation will hold a
board meeting in the near future to contemplate changes to its Articles of lncorporation
as wellas its Bylaws to provide for a name change to the Second Century Habitat Fund,
a reduction in the size of the Board of Directors as well as to allow direct involvement of
the Governor in the Foundation, and to provide an opportunity to appoint Legislators to
act in an advisory capacity to the Board. The Habitat Foundation is also currently
working with Department terrestrial staff to structure and implement a landowner habitat
program to enrollacres in to habitat agreements.

Commission Meeting Schedule 2020
Sharp express his concerns in regards to the location of Commission meetings

and having two meeting back to back in the western part of the state.

The Commission was provided with copies of the criteria and considerations
used when scheduling meetings and other factors taken into consideration such as
season setting schedules.

PETITIONS
Leif provided information on the petition process and options available for

commission action.

Boat Restrictions on Deerfield
Ken Edel, Rapid City, SD presented hjs to modify the 5 mph restriction on

Deerfield Reservoir to be 25 mph. Edel said Deerfield is the second largest lake in the
Black Hills (420 acres) and is an underulilized resource because of an ;utdated
restriction and lack of management by other controlling agencies. There is no
underlying reason why the 5-mph regulation exists or its intended purpose. I believe
many years ago it was merely a nice gesture to give anglers a lake without the
pestering of other water activities. lt may have been a ntce gesture 35 years ago, but
the regulation is no longer practical. Winter activities allow ;restricted travet on
Deerfield, snowmobiles cruise down the lake that are dotted with ice fishermen and ice
houses, and have done so for years without any problems. lce racing on the reservoir is
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Motioned by Phillips, second by Sharp TO APPROVE THE pETtTtON. Ro cal
vote: Boyd-yes; Locken - yes; Bies - no; Olson- yes; Whitmyre - yes; phillips - yes,
Sharp- yes; Jensen-yes. Motion passes with 7 yes votes and 1 no vote. Motion
passes.

OPEN FORUM
Jensen opened the floor for discussion from those in attendance on matters of

importance to them that may not be on the agenda.

Tom Krafka, Rapid City SD spoke in regards to bighorn sheep He said bighorn

sheep are specialto him and he continues to apply in South Dakota and olher states'

WorfieJwlti ttre group to make the bighorn sheep tag for auction with funds going back
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annual event as well as olher activities. Data indicates the reservoir is underutilized
during the summer months. Creelsurvey conducted in 2016 during the month of
August, at the summer peak of water activities; indicate a total of 38 surveys were
conducted with 32% of them boaters. That's approximately 12 boaters where surveyed.
Deerfield reservoir is 74 years old and is a valuable resource. lt was only 5 years ago
that Deerfield finally got a serviceable boat ramp with a dock, thanks for federal dollars
from the Resource Advisory Committee (RAC), the South Dakota Game, Fish & parks,
and Walleyes Unlimited, lt's time to make some changes and allow the public a chance
to better utilize this resource.

Restrict Spearing of Bass on Pactola Reservoir
Ken Edel, Rapid City, SD presented his to rescind the spearing of largemouth

and smallmouth bass year-round. Edelexplained Spearing of largemouth bass in
Pactola was implemented sometime in the 1980's. Over the years the spearing pressure
of bass has taken its toll on the bass population. For many years pactola supported a
decent bass fishery for traditional anglers, but that no longer exists. The bass population
has been depressed for a long time, and comparison data is mosfly unavailable that
would indicate the decline in the bass population. Bass in Pactola are difficult to obtain
data, due to the clear water and bass being relatively net shy. Data does indicate the
large population of bluegill and rock bass. Reestablishing the bass population would
help control the increasing panfish population. We tend to pass regulations and then
forget them, until the negative impact is realized. lt takes years to develop a fishery of
any species, if the bass are protected, they will rebound and provide opportunity for
traditional anglers once again. Pactola has always been a self-sustaining bass fishery.
As the department is looking for ways to increase angler interest and provide angler
opportunity, you have to be willing to make changes that will allow that to happen. This
commission has an opportunity to make a regulation change that is long overdue.

Motioned by Sharp, second by Phillips TO APPROVE THE PETITION. Roll call
vote: Boyd-yes; Locken - no; Bies - no; Olson- yes; Whitmyre - yes; Phillips - yes;
Sharp- yes; Jensen-yes. Motion passes with 7 yes votes and 1 no vote. Motion
passes.

PUBLIC HEARING
The Public Hearing began at 2:04 p.m. and concluded at 2:22 p.m. The minutes

follow these Commission meeting minutes.



to the bighorn sheep management. The new plan would only make a small addition to
the funds current spent on pheasants, but it would be double what is spent on bighorn
sheep currently. This change would also require a standalone auction and be an
expense to the state. Feels the entire bighorn sheep auction plan should go before the
public for comment and the Commission for approval

Representative Tim Goodwin, Hill City, SD spoke in regards to trapping noting he
has never seen so much excitement for a program. He said the vocal minority are
complaining but to hold steady. He noted that he made the recommendation to include
opossum in the bounty program. He noted thal744 were recently caught even though
people do not realize that we have opossum in South Dakota. He also mentioned there
are lndian grounds in Custer State Park that are over 10,000 years old. He would like
to have the Commission visit it if they are interested and thinks it is an area of interest.

Wayne Lloyd, Wentworth, SD spoke in regards to bighorn sheep. He supports
the sheep program and as a business man he looks at the sheep as an asset to be
used for other programs notjust for sheep. He also noted that other programs support
sheep funding. He said this money can be used to increase habitat that will help all
species.

Motion by Phillips, second by Sharp TO APPROVE THE ADMINISTRATIVE
ACTION TO CREATE THE RESIDENT/NONRESIDENT CRITERIA. Motion carried
unanimously.

Deer Hunting Seasons
East River Deer Hunting Season

Kirschenmann presented the recommended changes to the East River deer
hunting season as specified below.

'1. Adjust resident license numbers from no more than 21,075 one{ag and 5,250 two-tag deer
licenses tg no more than 24,510 one{ag and 2,800 two{ag tag deer licenses.

2. Establish Units 13P (Brule County), 33P (Hand County), 36P (Hughes County), and 38P (Hyde
County). These units are for antlerless whitetail deer licenses and would be valid on private land
only; all public lands are closed to license holders within these respective units, including Walk-in
Areas.

Year Buck Tags Doe Taqs Total Tags
2077 -201a 18,855 12,7'J.5 3L,575
2019-2020 19,085 1.1.,O25 30,110

B::-,I?:iJl:ffi

-. ^_ lolior bv Phillips, second by Locken To AppRovE THE FrNALrzroN oF THE
EAST RIVER DEER HUNTTNG SEASON 4'r:06:21 . Motion carried unanimousry.
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FINALIZATIONS
Resident Nonresident Criteria (Administrative Action)

Leif presented residenUnonresident criteria administrative action which will be
used to consider future license allocations; however, when using the criteria it is
understood that not all items would need to be addressed.



West River Deer Hunting Season
Kirschenmann presented the recommended changes to the West River deer

hunling season as specified below.
1. Adjust resident license numbers from no more than 15,340 one{ag and 3,320 two{ag deer

- licenses to 12,308 one-tag, 5,220 two-tag deer licenses and 4OO threetag deer licenies.2. Establish Units 1 5P (includes that portion valid within Unit 15A of Butte County), 27p (inctudes that
portion valid within Unit 27B of Fall River County), and 45P (includes that portion vatid within Unit 458
of Lyman County). These units are for antlerless whitetail deer licenses and would be private land
only; all public lands are closed to license holders within these respective units, including Walk-in
Areas.

Year Buck Tags Doe Tags TotalTags

20t7 -201,8 76,L75 5,805 27,980

2019-2020 15,895 8,053 23,948

Buck Tags (-2olo)

Doe Tags (+39o/o)

Motion by Olson, second by Locken TO APPROVE THE F|NAL|ZAT|ON TO THE
BLACK HILLS RIVER DEER HUNTING SEASON 41:06:19. Motion carried
unanimously.

Refuge Deer Hunting Season
Kirschenmann presented the recommended changes to the Refuge deer hunting

season as specified below.
1. For Lacreek National Wildlife Refuge, adjust the number of resident licenses from no more than 25 one-tag

deer licenses !q no more than 20 one-tag licenses.
2. For Sand Lake National Wildlife Refuge, adjust the number of resident licenses from no more than 150 one-

tag deer licenses !q no more than 105 one-tag licenses.
3. For Waubay National Wildlife Refuge, modiry the season dates as follows: WA1 would open for I9

consecutive days beginning seven days before the beginning of the East River deer season, WA2 would
open for I5 consecutive days beginning on day following the end of WA1; and WA3 would open for 7 9
consecutive days beginning on the day following the end of WA2.

4 Make an allowance for antlerless archery deer licenses to be valid for the Sand Lake National Wildlife
Refuge.

5 For unfilled antlerless deer licenses for the Sand Lake National Wildlife Refuge, change current rule from
"nine consecutive days beginning on the Saturday following December 25" Ig "nine consecutive days
beginning on the day following the end of the Unit RFD-SL5 season".

Kirschenmann noted the Waubay National Wildlife Refuge currently has 2 of 3
seasons open. The recommended changes to the respective season dates would allow
for the current open seasons to run for I consecutive days and include two full
weekends for licensed hunters.
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Motion by Boyd, second by Whitmyre TO APPROVE THE FtNAL|ZT|ON TO THE
WEST RIVER DEER HUNTING SEASON 41 06'.20. Motion carried unanimously.

Black Hills Deer Hunting Season
Kirschenmann presented the recommended change to adjust the number of

resident licenses from no more than 4,300 one{ag deer licenses to no more than 4,800
one{ag deer licenses.



Motion by Phillips, second by Bies TO APPROVE THE RECOMMENDED
CHANGES TO THE REFUGE DEER HUNTING SEASON 4'l :06:36 & 41:06:22. Motion
carried unanimously.

Custer State Park Deer Hunting Season
Kirschenmann presented the recommended changes to the Custer State Park

deer hunting season as specified below.
1. lncrease the total number of one-tag licenses from no more than 64 !9 no more than 88

2. For Unit CUD-2, change from muzzleloader only !q any weapon.

Motion by Bies, second by Whitmyre TO APPROVE THE RECOMMENDED
CHANGES TO THE CUSTER STATE PARK DEER HUNTING SEASON 41:06:41.
Motion carried unanimously.

Archery Deer Hunting Season
Kirschenmann presented the recommended changes to the Archery deer hunting

seasons as specified below with a recommended change from proposal to keep unit
50A for Unit ARD-LM'l closed as there are no antlerless firearm licenses issued for this
unit.

1. For Unit ARD-LM1 , close units 59A eld open units 05A, 1 1A, 1 18, 174, '18A, 22A,23A, 254,
32A, 398, 458, 48A, soA, 554.

2. For Adams Homestead and Nature Preserve, increase the number of access permits for
antlerless whitetail deer from 25 to 30.

Motioned by Olson, second by Bies TO AMEND THE ARCHERY DEER
SEASON KEEPING UNIT 50A CLOSED. Motion carried unanimously.

Motion by Sharp, second by Phillips TO APPROVE THE FINALIZATION OF THE
ARCHERY DEER HUNTING SEASON AS AMENDED 41:06:22. MOtiON CATTiEd

unanimously.

Muzzleloader Deer Hunting Season
Kirschenmann presented the recommended changes to the Muzzleloader deer

hunting seasons as specified below with a recommended change from proposal to keep
unit 50A for Unit ARD-LM 1 closed as there are no antlerless firearm licenses issued for
this unit.

'1. ForUnitMZD-LM1, close units 594 q!!Lopen units 054, 114, 11B, 17A, 18A, 224,234,254,
324, 398, 458, 48A, 50A, 55A.

Motioned by Olson, second by Locken TO AMEND THE MUZZLELOADER
DEER SEASON KEEPING UNIT 50A CLOSED. Motion carried unanimously.

Motion by Whitmyre, second by Sharp TO APPROVE THE FINALIZAT|ON OF
THE MUZZLELOADER DEER HUNTING SEASON AS AMENDED 41 :06:45 Morion
carried unanimously.
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Deer Hunting Seasons - Hunting Unit License & Access Permit Allocations
(Administrative Action)

Kirschenmann presented the recommended change in administrative action to
allocate deer hunting licenses and access permits by unit for the 2019-2020 hunting
season.

Motioned by Bies with second by Whitmyre TO APPROVE THE
ADMINISTRATIVES ACTION ALLOCATING DEER LICENSES AND ACCESS
PERMITS 41:06:45 (Appendix A). Motion carried unanimously.

Special Buck Licenses
Robling presented the recommended changes to the west river special buck

season. He explained per discussions with representatives of the Landowner and
Outfitter Alliance, it was requested the department bring forward a recommendation of
providing additional hunting licenses under the special buck structure to assure there
would be available licenses as experienced in previous years by nonresident hunters
drawing leftover licenses. Under the changes to the deer drawing license structure,
nonresidents will not be able to pick up licenses originally allocated to residents until
after the 4th draw. ln the past those leftover license were available after the 2nd draw
and in 2018, 'l 87 "any whitetail" licenses went to nonresidents that were originally
allocated to residents. The concern from the Landowner and Outfitter Alliance is that the
reduction in nonresident license opportunity would reduce client participation. The
proposal would allocate 500 nonresident "any whitetail" West River licenses and 500
resident "any whitetail" West River licenses. The biological impacts are negligible and
the licenses are only valid on private land. The generated revenue from this increase in
nonresident and resident opportunity would be used for Walk-in area public hunting
incentive payments.

Recommended changes: Beginning with the 2020 West River Deer season
1. Establish Resident special Any Whitetail Deer license and fee of $169.
2. Establish Nonresident specialAny Whitetail Deer license and fee of $554.
3. Special Any Whitetail Deer licenses to be allocated at the greater of 4% of the total resident

West River deer licenses that include a "Any Whitetail Deer' tag from the previous year OR
500 for each for residents and nonresident hunters.

4. lf a person successfully draws a specialAny Whitetail Deer license the licensee will not be
able to apply for a West River deer license in the initial and second drawings.

5. lf a person successfully draws a West River deer license they may not apply for a leftover
special Any Whitetail Deer license.

6. Applacant must have permission from an owner or lessee of private land before applying.
7. Applicant for special Any Whitetail Buck must also include the name and telephone number

of the owner or lessee providing permission.

Motion by Sharp, second by Bies TO APPROVE THE FINALIZATION OF THE
2020 WEST RIVER DEER SPECIAL BUCK SEASON 41:06:02 & 41:02:20. Motion
carried unanimously.

Public Water Zoning
Mike Klosowski and Mark Ohm, wildlife regional supervisors, discussed three

public water zoning proposals:

Compton Cover No Wake Zone - Stanley County
Add a "no wake zone" at Compton's Cove in Stanley County. This area is just
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north of lvlarion's Gardens, in Fort Pierre, on the Missouri River. This restriction was
requested by the public and would add the same safety measures to Compton's Cove
as lrarion's Gardens

Motioned by Olson, second by Phillips TO ADD A NO WAKE ZONE AT
COMPTON CoVE 41:04:02. Motion carried unanimously.

Putney Slough - Brown County
Modify the "no boating zone" dates on Putney Slough Game Production Area

from October 15 - December 3'l to October 20 - December 31. Modifying this public
water zoning rule will marry up similar restrictions in the rest of the state.

Motioned by Phillips, second by Locken TO MODIFY THE NO BOATING ZONE
AT PUTNEY SLOUGH 41.04:02. l\rotion carried unanimously.

Long Lake - Codington County
Modify the "no boating zone" year round on Long Lake to open year round. This

will allow more recreational opportunity, specifically fishing, as the north end of the lake
has the most 'fishable' water. The lake is managed by the northeast aquatics staff. Staff
routinely stock the lake with walleye on a bi-annual schedule. The lake also has a
strong population of yellow perch. This area has become a popular tlshery close to the
city of Watertown. lf this area is opened to boating, GFP will develop a modern boat
ramp on the NW side of the lake to provide better public access.

Motioned by Sharp, second by Whitmyre TO MODIFY THE NO BOATING ZONE
AT LONG LAKE TO BE OPEN YEAR ROUND 41 :04:02. Motion carried unanimously.

PROPOSALS
Bighorn Sheep Hunting Season and Auction License

Kirschenmann presented the recommended change to remove the November 1

deadline for submitting an application letter to language which states the deadline for an
application letter will be establashed and announced by the Commission.

He explained with an anticipated change in the timing of auctioning a bighorn
sheep license for bighorn sheep management and creating tunds for the Second
Century habitat initiative, it is necessary to replace the existing rule language whereby
the Commission can establish an appropriate deadline date to allow flexibility in
conducting the bighorn sheep auction. The current administrative rule language will not
meet the desired timing, thus requiring action to adjust the existing rule.

Motioned by Sharp with second by Bies TO APPROVE THE CHANGES THE
BIGHORN SHEEP HUNTING SEASON 41:06:56. Motion carried unanimousty.

(Administrative Action)
Kirschenmann presented the recommended change in administrative action to

allow the bighorn sheep auction license to be valid in both the Custer County (BH2) and
Badlands (BH3) hunting units for the 2O2O bighorn sheep hunting season.

He explained with the number and quality bighorn sheep rams found within the
Badlands hunting unit, this is a fundraising opportu;ity to not only generate funds for
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South Dakota bighorn sheep management, but to also raise funds to supplement the
Second Century habitat initiative and showcase the state of South Dakota. Last year a
world record ram was harvested and there are other Boone and Crocket guality rams
remaining in the herd. lt should also be understood should the Badlands hunting unit be
included for the area valid for the auction license, there would still only be one (i ) SD
auction license and there would still be a resident lottery license available in the
Badlands hunting unit.

Archery Deer License Allocation
Kirschenmann presented the proposed changes to the archery deer license

allocation.

1. Archery hunting for nonresident hunters will begin on the first Saturday after
Labor Day for public lands and private land leased by the department.

2. Establish an application deadline of August 1 for nonresident hunters, where
any application received after that date the license will only be valid on
private land, not including Walk-ln Areas.

3. Access permits on 35L will be limited to a total of 500 access permits. Those
access permits would be distributed as follows: 400 resident access permits
and 100 nonresident access permits.

Motioned by Phillips with second by Boyd TO APPROVE THE RECOMMENDED
CHANGES TO THE ARCHERY DEER LICENSE ALLOCATION 41 :06:01 & 4106:22.
Motion carried unanimously.

Restriction of the Use of Firearms, Crossbows and Bows in State Parks and Rec
Areas

Bob Schneider, parks and recreation assistant director, presented recommended
change to restrictions on the use of hunting and target weapons on department
controlled lands and prefaced his recommendations by stating that hunting, with safety
restrictions, is allowed in 65 of 69 state park areas. The proposed changes would:

1 . Allow uncased weapons when transporting them to and from designated shooting
ranges and boat ramps to accommodate target shooters and bow fishermen. Our
officers probably would not cite, but this clarifies the allowance.

2. Allow airguns on state park target ranges and to hunt with in parks as allowed by
other rule.

3. Extend months hunting is allowed on Lake side Use Areas and Shadehill Recreation
Area from Oct through April to Sept through May.

4. Repeal centerfire rifle prohibition for CSP spring turkey because statewide change in

spring turkey rule does this.
5. Add Crossbows (for firearm seasons) as allowable weapon in all park areas that

allow bows.
6. Repeal the rule that states deer hunting is allowed through Jan 31 in all parks that

allow hunting except Farm and LaFramboise lslands where hunting must end on

December 31. With statewide change in deer season end date, rule is no longer

needed.
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Motioned by Phillips with second by Bies TO APPROVE THE
ADMINISTRATIVES ACTION ALLOWING THE BIGHORN SHEEP AUCTION LICENSE
VALID lN BOTH UNITS 41:06:56. Motion carried unanimously.



7. Revise rule specifying concealed pistol allowance in park areas to align with the
statute change made by the legislature.

8. Cleanup to correct nomenclature for several designated management units.
9. Extend spring turkey hunt date at Sica Hollow State Park from 8 days before

Memorial Day to May 31"1. The chance for conflict with other recreation uses is

limited because of the park's limited development and northern climate.
10. The current rule prohibits discharge of firearms and bows on or across Mickelson

Trail. Change would expand this to include airguns and crossbows.

11. Current rule expressly prohibits airguns in park areas. Proposed change would allow

them for hunting allowed species in parks if they meet the muzzle velocity specified

in 41:06 which is the hunting seasons and methods chapter.

Motioned by Olson with second by Locken TO APPROVE THE
RECOMMENDED CHANGES TO THE USE OF FIREARMS, CROSSBOWS AND
BOWS lN STATE PARKS AND REC AREAS 41:03:01. Motion carried unanimously.

DIVISION OF WILDLIFE
Fishery and Wildlife Management Plan Updates

Kirschenmann shared that as a result of the 20'13 big game review report and
associated recommendations provided by the Wildlife Management lnstitute, the
Department took a strategic approach to develop and implement management plans to
help guide management decisions which include a robust public involvement process.

The initial focus was on a few key big-game species, however understanding and
recognizing the importance and value in the management plan approach, the agency
has expanded those efforts to encompass a variety of species, habitats, and
management areas. Today, over 25 management plans exist to help manage both
aquatic and terrestrial resources.

John Lott, Fisheries Section Leader, went on to explain the overall approach ot
fisheries management plans across the state. Lott focused on the structure of fisheries
plans and the importance of implementation. Kirschenmann next shared that terrestrial
based plans are similar other than most of these plans are species specific.
Management plans include a variety of information pieces including, but not limited to,
life history, research findings, habitat, season structures, regulations, and social issues.
Most importantly, plans include objectives and strategies to address the primary focal
points moving forward. All plans, new or revised, go through public input processes and
are brought forward to the GFP Commission with an administrative action of adopting
the plans before implementation. Regular updates on accomplishment of plan
objectives are provided to the Commission and plans are referenced when providing
season recommendations. Currently, the agency is in the process of revising the Black
Hills Fisheries Plan, Antelope Plan, and Mountain Lion Plan.

Planned Fish Stockings for 2019
Lott said the fish stocking schedule and walleye and perch egg-take goals were

modified during April to include additional stockings necessary because of winterkill.
Approximately 128 million walleye eggs were taken in April 20.19 and planned stockings
include 58.5 million fry, 'l .6 million 2-inch spring fingerlings, and 63,000 4-6-inch fall
fingerlings. coldwater stockings planned for 2019 include 'l 71 ,000 catchable rainbow
trout, 370,000 Chinook salmon fingerlings, 7,500 Aflantic salmon, 5,400 brown trout,
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and 7,500 tiger trout (brook and brown trout cross). Approximately 30 waters
experienced some degree of winterkill d uring the winter of2018-2019 with severe kills
documented for East and West Oakwood Lakes and Watertown and Aberdeen urban
fisheries.

Paddlefish Program Update
Geno Adams, fisheries program manager, provided an update on the paddlefish

program explaining it is one of the most unique managemenl activities that Aquatics
staff work on annually. Anglers have three opportunities to target paddlefish in South
Dakota: October Gavin's Point snagging season, June Gavin's Point archery season
and a May Lake Francis Case snagging/archery season. There are 350 permits issued
for the Lake Francis Case season, 1600 for the Gavin's Point snagging season and 275
for the Gavin's Point archery season.

Anglers targeting paddlefish below Gavin's Point Dam experience higher catch rates but
a smaller average size. Those that draw a paddlefish tag for Lake Francis Case don't
catch as many paddleflsh, but they are generally larger with the current 127+ pound
state record paddlefish harvested during this season.

Fishing Promotion and Trophy Recognition Program
Adams inform the Commission that the proud angler and state record fish

programs are designed to recognize anglers who catch trophy fish from South Dakota
waters. For years the only information available to the public on these programs were
the current state record fish. All proud angler and previous state record data was
housed within Game, Fish and Parks with no access from the public. Staff designed and
implemented a georeferenced data management system with an online interface that
allows users to access all of this historical data.

The current state record Channel Catfish is the oldest state record in South Dakota
dating back to '1949. Over time, many anglers and staff have questioned the species of
fish in the photo provided for the old record. After review by multiple fisheries
professionals, it has been determined that the fish in the photo is actually a Blue
Catfish. Staff will be opening up that state record again and utilizing the opportunity to
promote the new proud angler and state record online interfaces as well as catfishing
opportunities within Soulh Dakota.

Walk ln Area Comment Opportunity
Kirschenmann provided a brief summary on the newly created option on the GFP

website where hunters who would like to provide comments to GFP on a specific public
hunting area can now do so. Hunters can provide feedback and ask questions on both
Game Production Areas (GPAs) and Walk-ln Areas (WlA) by tllling out a few contact
information fields and provide their questions or concerns. The site also includes an

interactive map to identify which tract they are referencing. GFP staff will then be able to
know exactly which property is referenced and can discuss reasons why enrolled in the
WIA program or the current management approach on a particular GPA.

License Sales Update
Kirschenmann provided a brief overview of this month's license sales summary.

License sales remain behind last year at this same time frame. ln particular, resident
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combination licenses and nonresident spring light goose and nonresident annual fishing
licenses were highlighted as the primary contributors of the lag in license sales. lt was
pointed out that for the most part these will remain behind as there is no opportunity to

make up for spring light goose license sales and likely nonresident fishing sales also
resulted from the inability to ice fish on many lakes due to no access. The department
will continue to watch license sales and keep the commission informed through monthly
reports.

DIVISION OF PARKS AND RECREATION
Concession Resort Prospectus and Settlement Agreement

Jennie Fuerst, concessionaire manager, presented the request from Roy Lake
Resort to lower their sale price to 689,000. That generated a settlement agreement
which establishes the terms of the sale. The lower price also generated a new
prospectus, advertising the lower price.

Motion by Olson, second by Whitmyre TO APPROVE THE ROY LAKE RESORT
SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT. Motion carried unanimously.

Fuerst informed lhe Commission that Spring Creek Resort's prospectus came to
expiration with no proposals submitted. Shuffled 1% from the franchise fee to the repair
and maintenance reserve. Making the franchise fee 1% and the repair and maintenance
reserve 3yo. Put language in the lease that requires Concessionaire to come to the
Commission for approval of any annual slip rate increase over 37o.

Motion by Olson, second by Sharp TO APPROVE THE SPRING CREEK
RESORTAGREEMENT. Motion carried unanimously.

Archive and History of Custer State Park Proiects
Lydia Austin, interpretive programs manager, shared with the Commission on the

ongoing archive project at CSP. The presenlation focused on how the archives began
and what items have been found with this project. The presentation then went into the
grants the park has received and the plans for the future.

100 Years of Custer Parks
Emilie Miller, state parks visitor services coordinator, and Lydia Austin, Custer

State Park interpretive programs manager, provided an overview of the programs and
promotions in place to celebrate the state park system's '100th anniversary in 2019.
Promotions include the new '100 Years Scavenger Hunt, as well as 100 Year boosts to
annual programs, such as the Jr. Naturalist and Go Fourth programs. Publications and
merchandise will also follow the 100 Year theme, with historic photos, the '100 Year logo
and red buffalo plaid color scheme. The 'l00th anniversary was also celebrated at the
state's Tourism Conference, through SDPBS' lmages of the Past TV program, and will
be a part of this summefs expedition league baseball games. ln addition, several stale
parks are holding history-themed programs, activities and special events. As the first
park in the system, Custer is doing much in-house to commemorate their .looth,

including a photo contest, trailchallenge, social media filteIs, and a dedication
celebration.
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Sylvan Lake Custer Park Planning Prorect
Al Nedved, parks and recreation assistant director, provided the Commission

with an update on the effort to conduct master planning at the Sylvan Lake area in
Custer State park. Sylvan Lake isa very intensely used area of the park. This scenic
area provides a diverse spectrum of recreational activities including camping, hiking,
swimming, fishing, and rock climbing. The resort also provides services through a
concession agreement such as lodging, food/beverage, general slore, rentals, and
weddings and gatherings. This area is the primary access to the USFS Black Elk Peak
and Wilderness areas. The use at the area is increasing in volume and diversity. Many
questions are emerging regarding visitor experience, resource protection, and
environmental issues. A master plan will conduct research and gain public input on this
area to help guide policy and facility development. The plan willfocus on Sylvan Lake,
but other park-relate issues raised will be catalogued and considered for future planning
efforts. An RFP has been issued and a consultant will be selected by the end of May to
lead the effort and the Commission will be invited to be involved.

Flood Report
Scott Simpson, parks and recreation division director, and Al Nedved, assistant

director, updated the Commission on the effects of the spring blizzards and flooding to
the state park system. The impacts were the result oftwo major wealher events. The
first one was a storm that dumped large amounts of snow and rain in the state on March
13-15. The second event was a blizzard and rain event that occurred on April 10-12.
Runoff and rising river and lake levels forced some partial closures in about 10 parks.
Efforts were made to notify registered campers and offer them options for refunds or
transfers. The runoff events also did significant damage such as destroying a bridge at
Randall Creek Recreation Area that will force closure of the campground for at least the
next year. Other damage was reported at Lewis and Clark RA, Springfield RA, Big
Sioux RA, North Point RA, and Lake Poinsett RA. A historic bridge that was being used
for pedestrian access at Fisher Grove was also destroyed. And the spillway structure at
Lake Alvin was seriously damaged. Department staff will continue to assess these and
additional damages, and stay in contact with the Division of Emergency Management
and Governor's Office to coordinate disaster declarations.
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Reservation and Revenue Reports
Bob Schneider, parks and recreation assistant director, presented state park

revenue, camping and visitation reports the year to date through April. Revenue is
down 3%, camping down 20% and visitation down 7% from 2018. Given the extremely
poor weather through April, these numbers are not bad. Good news isthatpark users
purchased 13% more park entrance licenses and made 4% more camping reservations
in April this year than they did in that month last year. The Randall Creek campground
is closed for the year due to flood damage to a bridge accessing the area. Campsites at
Lake Poinsett and North Point Recreation Areas are currently closed due to
floodwaters. Visitor Services and Park staff are working with campers to relocate their
reservations to other sites. Flooding is impacting several park areas but staff are doing

a tremendous job of making repairs and "keeping the ship afloat".

Solicitation of Agenda ltems from Commissioners
It was note-d the WDM Review will be discussed at the December meeting'



Adiourn
The meeting adjourned at 1'l:57 a.m

Respectf ully Su bmitted,

R ttre-
Kelly R. Hepler, Department Secretary
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Appendix A
Deer Hunting Seasons - Hunting Unit License & Access permit Allocations

EAST RIVER DEER 2019.2010

AD.AtlO BES FES BES
01 03 08 03 n J:] l8 l9

150 200 ri50 0 ri50 650
r,000 l,rl00 2000 o 2,000 2,000

100 200 700 0 700 t00
?54 10rl 350 350 350
150 100

300
0 550 550

300 0 300 300
?5 i5 0 ?5 t5

200 200 0 200 200
300 ?00 500 0 500 500

12t, 250 250 0 250 250
t2E 50 50 0 50 50

r00 I00 800 200 s00 1.800
t3L 20 20 0 ?0 20

r00 250 100 250 350 600
30 150 5e0 0 580 580

200 100 {00 0 {00 400
Cl.,k G00 100 i00 0 i00 700
cEq 201 100 300 300 300

224 O.'r 600 100 ?00 0 700 700
400 10f 500 0 500 500

250 100 350 0 350 rl50
700 600 1,300 0 t,300 r.300

28A 600 r,200 0 r,200 t,200
300 300 0 300 300

100 0 700
20 300 150 100 320 550 t ato

200 200 ! 200 200
ll5 250 100 525 0 525 525

150 J50 0 150 150
384 20 100 500 r00 600 720 r.320

2aa 250 100 500 r00 G00 700
500 100 600 0 600 600
rl00 T00

'100 0 100 400
200 t00 300 rl 300 300
350 200 550 0 550 550
500 400 0 1,000 1.000
500 100 ri00 0 rio0 600

5lA 100 350 750 0 750 750
524 350 200 550 0 550 550

150 500 550 1050 1.550
500 100 600 0 600 600

554 :150 200 550 0 550 5E0
s00 {00 1.300 0 1,300 1,300

5!A Sullu r00 250 350 0 il50 350
598 Sull,r 20 300 50 0 370 370
6tA 100 100 0 r00 100
624 100 400 a00 t00

50 a00 300 750 0 7t0 750
IOTAL 12.485 5.t75 0 0 ,1.000 i.950 600 2.S00 2'1.510 2.800 27.AtO 30,110

ado AD.AtIO 2AUO FE9 FES FES
01 0:l 08 09 I t3 18
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WEST RIVER DEER 2019-2020
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BLACK HILLS DEER 2019.2020

REFUGE DEER 209-2020

CUSTER STATE PARK DEER 2019-2020

CUSTER STATE PARK DEER

2017-18 VS 2019-20 COMPARISON

Unit
Resident Licenses Nonresident Licenses License Totals

Anv Deer Any WT Antlerless WT Any Deer Anv WT Antlerless WT RES RES RES RES NR NR NR NR
01 't1 13 01 11 '13 'llao 2-lao Lic Taqs 1{aq 2-laa Lic Taqs

BD1 1.000 0 0 80 1.000 0 1.000 1.000 80 0 80 80
BD2 100 0 0 I 100 0 100 100 I 0 B o

BH1 200 3.500 16 280 0 3.700 0 3.700 3.700 296 0 296 296
TOTAL 200 3,500 1,1 00 t6 28{) 88 4.800 0 4,800

'1,8{X)
384 0 384 38il

,Any Deer Any WT Antlerless WT Anv Deer Anv WT Antlerless WT RES RES RES RES NR NR NR NR
01 11 13 01 11 13 't-taq Z-laq Lic Taqs 1{aq l{aa Lic Tas

RES and NR: 5,18{ 0 5,184 5,184

unit
Resident Licenses L s

Any Atl D
'03 . AnyD

01
, tuyAtlD

03
,2AtyAtl O

0q
RES
1 taa

RES
2-t?p

RES
Lic

RES
Taqs

NR
1{aa

NR
2{a

NR
Lic

NR
Tms

Lacrffk Reluoe
RFD{C1 10 0 0 I 0 1 1 0 '| 1

RFD.LC2 0 0 10 0 10 t0
,1

0
,l

Sand Lale Refuoe
RFO.SLl 20 0 0 0 0 20 0 l0 2 2
RFD.SL2 20 0 0 2 0 20 20 2 0 2 2
RFD-St3 20 0 0 0 0 20 0 20 2
RFD,SL4 0 25 0 25 25 0 2 2
RFD-SL5 20 0 0 2 0 0 20 0 20 2 2

Waubav Reluoe
RFD.WAl 0 10 0 't0 10 1 0 1 1

RFD WA2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

RFD,WA3 0 10 0 10 10 1 0 1 1

TOTAL 1m 2 0 't!5 0 115 115 1' 0 14

Unit . AryAtlD
03

,2AryAl O

09
RES
1'til

RES
2-tN

RES
Lic

RES
Tms

NR
1{aq

NR

2{ao
NR
tic

NR
Tms

RES and ilR: 159 0 159 t5

Unit
Resident Licenses

Any Deer Anv Whitetail Antlerless Whitetail
01 11 13

CUD-1 5 33 0

CUD-2 0 0 50

TOTAL 5 33 50

Unit

tula-
2018

Resklenl
I imDss

zu t:r-
zom

Resilent
I i^arcac

# Change !5 Change
2Al7-m18

Resident Tags
2019-4n20

Residenl Tags
# Change * Change

CUD-1 34 38 4 12% 34 38 4 1206

CUD-2 30 50 20 67% 30 50 zfr 6796

TOTAL M 88 24 38* 64 88 24 38*
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MUZZLELOADER DEER 2019-2020

Resident

Any Deer Licenses Any Deer Tags

Statewide 1,000 1,000

Tota I 1,(m 1,mo

MUZZLELOADER DEER 20,I7-,I8 VS 2019-20 COMPARISON

Resident

Any Deer Licenses Any Deer Tags

2017-2018 Statewide 1,(m 1,000

2019-2O2O Statewide 1,OO0 1,000

ACCESS PERMITS 201 9-2020

DesignatEd Area
Number of Arccess Permits

Any Deer Total

Adams Homestead and Nature Preserve 30 35

Good Earth state Park 0

ACCESS PERMITS 2017-18 VS 2019-20 COMPARISON

Designated Area
Number of AfcPss Permits

Any Deer Antlerless whitetail Deer Tota I

2017-2018 Adams Homestead and Nature Preserve 30

2O1+2O2O Adams Homestead and Nature Preserve 30

2017-2018 Good Earth State Park 5 5

201+2020 Good Earth state Park 5 0 5
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Public Hearing l\,rinutes of the Game, Fish and Parks Commission
May 2,2019

The Commission Vice chair Scott Phillips began the public hearing at 2:00 p.m. MT at
Custer State Park Event Barn in Custer, South Dakota. Commissioners Gary Jensen,
Travis Bies, Mary Anne Boyd, Jon Locken, Scott Phillips, Russell Olson, Oouglas Sharp,
Robert Whitmyre were present. Phillips indicated written comments were provided to the
Commissioners prior to this time and will be reflected in the Public Hearing Minutes.
Phillips then invited the public to come forward with oraltestimony.

Resident Nonresident Criteria
Doug Abraham, Flatlands Flyway and SD Landowners Alliance spoke in regards

to resident nonresident criteria noting both organizations he represents encourage the
adoption of this criteria as proposed.

Pat West, Piedmont, SD spoke on behalf of the SD Landowners and Outfitters
Alliance stating they fully support the trapping program and embrace the intent of the
program. Appreciate the work of the commission to balance resources, resident and
nonresident sportsmen and sportswomen and the economic impact they have in our
state, and landowner concerns- Group represents over 1 .3 million acres and landowner
not only matter but need to be part of these conversations. The economic impact
provided to SD by landowners is over 1 billion dollars. The intent of the alliance is to
protect property rights and support hunting traditions, seek fairness and provide a voice
for the industry, and hopefully help the Commission find an appropriate balance. Three
things to address are: supporting the nonresident special buck proposal, would support
a cap on nonresident archery deer tags on public lands but not on resident and
nonresident archery tags on private land. Thecapon public landswould address the
concerns brought forward to the commission. Concerned about attempts to restrict
opportunity and feel residents should have the opportunity to draw east and west river
archery and riffle tag. Limiting tofourtags per residentisa reasonable amountand
more having than four is excessive. These are difficult discussions but do not need to
be contentious.

Rosie Smith, Glacial Lakes and Prairie Tourism, Watertown, SD spoke in support
of the resident nonresident proposal as a lot of members rely on the industry.

Deer Hunting Seasons
Doug Abraham, Flatlands Flway and SD Landowners Alliance spoke in regards

to SD landowner alliance having an issue with the archery deer allocation because of
perception of the public land pressure wanting the department to look at options to

address the problem. Does not feelthere isa biological concern or private land issue'

Dana Rogers, SD Bowhunters Association, Hill City' SD spoke in regards to

archery deer licJnses and nonresident archery deer license allocation. The first option

does v;ry little for the issue as there are only about 50 residents that get both licenses.
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Natasha Bothum, SD Department of Tourism, Pierre, SD spoke in support the
resident nonresident proposal. Thanks to including financial effects in the proposalas it
shows the communities are considered.



The second category option A would be an 8 percent cap of resident archery tags which
iswhattheSDB| petitioned for. Thiswould take careofthe nonresident pressure in
mostareasand still offer an every other year draw. Option B is what SDBI sentina
position paper in 201 7. SDBI prefers a hard capof2,000 or less nonresident permits.
Option C is a step in the right direction but has concerns about enforcement. Option D
the application deadline portion is a great idea, but keeping nonresident license of any
deer unlimited is not. Category 3 having a reasonable set number of archery access
permits for residents as a baseline is fair. Then the 8 percent of the total could be
allocaled for nonresidents. Concern is permits are still made available on an unlimited
basis for nonresidents.

Special Buck
Doug Abraham, Flatlands Flway and SD Landowners Alliance spoke in regards

to special buck noting his organization initially had concerns and worked with the
department to develop this proposal. Noted this proposal isa compromise.

Chris Hesla, SDWF, Pierre, SD stated in the last year 18 months we have
revamped how riffle deer season is handled and the new archery deer proposaljust
came out and the current CWD plan mentions possibly cutting back on deer tags. We
oppose the special buck tags as it is moving one step closer to landowners and
commercialization which is already here in South Dakota and this will expand that. ls
now a good time to introduce a new pool of license that is not science based.

Public Water Zoning
No verbal comments received

See attached public comments submitted prior to the public hearing
The public Hearing concluded at 2:22 p.m.

Respectf ully Submitted,

Kelly R. Hepler, Department Secretary
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Yublic Comments

Deer Hunting Seasons
Bob Marquardt

Watertown SO

bmarquardt@iw.net

Comment:

I would strongly recommend that the dates purposed for the upcoming ERD season be moved to the 3rd
weekend in Nov. The NE part of South Dakota is pron to get snow and cold weather by the middle of Nov and
the deer tend to relocate to there winter grounds by the second half on Nov. By setting the dates so late in the
Month massive amounts of land in Codington County, both private and public, will not have any deer left to hunt,
therefore effecting the harvest rates. Check the history of extending seasons due to excessive snow and
difficult travel . The second reason for opposition of these dates is the rut will be over. Should not the east river
hunters get the opportunity to hunt at least part of the rut? Late season no rutting deer.



Kelly Koistinen

Spearfish SD

kkoistinen@fs.fed.us

Comment:

What are the Biological reasons for increasing the number of muzzleloader tags available to SD residents? I

would think that the Biologists don't even have a clue that the Commission is trying to increase the number of
tags available in Muzzleloader season. You have to have sound Biological reasoning to do this! Noljust
because the State wants more money! lf you create this increase in Muzzeloader tags, then you will have a
huge loss of deer populations across the West River. There is enough opportunity out there for people to have
a dier tag. Stop creating these idiotic proposals just because of the greed of the State. I realize that the state

has lost revenue from the G,F,& P because you've lost the money from Nonresidents pheasant hunting. That is
not the fault of the people of this state. Now, the Commission is drumming up these ridiculous proposals just to
make up $ for the State. I see right through your silly fagade. The citizens of the State deserve better from the
GF&P Commission! All these proposals are to increase revenues, just don't take away from the citizens of the
State who've stuck with the system for so long and have paid a great portion of their personal income to enjoy
the privilege to hunt and fish! Now, you create all these schemes to make money at the expense of the citizens.
Well, here you go again. ln the same newslefter that you propose to make decisions based on New Criteria,

you've just made these idiotic proposals with NO SOUND REASONING, just money! \A/here's the sound
reasoning for the increase in; 1) New Special Whitetail Buck Tag-vvhy would you take away up to 500 tags/4%
from the West River Deer Tag allotment to give to this new proposal? You'll take away the opportunity for
someone to get a deer tag for the W. River deer season! Who can afford to pay $169 for a deer? You iust
tried to do this with that other ridiculous proposal last year of new tag allotments and the residents responded
with a resounding NO! Vvhy then, would you try a similarthing again? Do you think we are not paying
attention? Take these tags away from the East River Deer Season allolment then, and see what happens!
East River Hunters will not like it either! But, apparently they have more money and power to sway the
Commissioners! West River tags shouldn't be messed with! Vvhat are the criteria other than money? There
aren't enough deer West River alreadyl 2) Super tag. Why would you give a non resident the opportunity to
hunt elk in this state? lT lS A RESIDENT ONLY TAG!l you will establish a precedence, and they will continue
to bombard you about giving them a chance to hunt elk from that point onl And judging on howthe Commission
is always trying to change something, you'll probably give in to the pressure from them too! That is just simply
not good thinking ! 3) lncreases of deer tags for Black Hills, West River Special Whitetail tags, Noneof these
proposals are following the criteria guidelines you've just proposed, EXCEPT $$$ financial for the State. You're
increasing these tags without Biological reasoningl Just Moneyl Have you even consulted with the Biologists of
the GF&P? I am disgusted with the way this Commission is using money as driving force of most of these
proposalsl I also think that you are relying on (not having enough people comment on your proposals). I wish
you would just leave things alonel We don't even need all your dumb proposals, we've got enough rules to
follow. All you do is restrict us SD citizen hunters and fishermen/women.



Thad Nafziger

Pierre SD

Thad n afz i g er@y a h oo. com

Comment:

I'm writing (yet again) as a very frustrated & concerned lifelong resident hunter of the state of S.D. I will address
my concerns per proposed item as follows:West River Soecial Buck proposed change. I vehemently oppose this
change, my reasoning as as such..the price of the special buck tag has become quite expensive & for $169 I

should reserve the right to choose what species of deer I hunt for. lt is an any deer special buck tag , in my
humble opinion the reason it's called a special buck tag is that it gives the hunter (for a fee) special
considerations & privileges not allowed with a standard deer tag.lt appears to simply be another tactic by gfp to
put more money in the coffers,& on that note I personally feel that gfp is supposed to be here to manage our
resources & not to be a business entity who as of late certainly appears to act like one with sole concern being
to make more money.There should only be enough revenue coming in to manage the current resources,& quite
frankly if the expenditures of the department exceed the current (in your words license dollar only funded)
budget, then maybe it's time to look at shrinking the department to fit the budget. ln that vein of topic I would
also say that if you truly are license dollar only (& park/camp etc.) funded that would make said license holders
& users of parks etc. the sole financiers of gfp budget, or in other words your bosses. I suggest to you folks if
this is the case you are not doing your bosses bidding or representing his/her wishes or interests, furthermore if
gfp is to continue following the commissions recomendations (meaning commission has a lot of pull) they need
to be held accountable.iust as Dept of gfp should be held accountable by us(their source of funding and
theoretically their bosses) by making positions on commission an elected vs. appointed position so they will
have a constituency to answer to & serve. Next issue this Super Tag proposal is not a good idea...Elk hunting in
this state is all about being a resident. And any way you slace this (either taking the super tags away from total
allocation for resident elk hunters, or adding additional tags for it...if you are able to add tags for any reason they
should be for the allocation of residents only) proposal is unfair to the many, many residents who have waited a
very long time to hunt elk in this state, & not only is it unfair to the aforementioned people I fear it opens the
door for future precident and potential expansion of non resident elk tag allocation.Next issue..l believe cutting
tags by any percentage from west or east river is a mistake no matter where they get allocated.sure seems like
west river bears the brunt of reallocation when it comes to tags..l would suggest you reallocate some tags from
east river & see how that fairs as far as public outcry. I have held big game tags and hunting licenses in this
state since eligible to do so,& am now 50 yrs old meaning I gave technically been one of your many bosses for
longer than I care to admit.And as said boss l'm very unhappy with the direction the dept has gone the last 8-'10
yes especially. lt would appear in almost every case that's proposed change has come about is a direct
correlation to money, & certainly appears to not give weight to biological ramifications nor residents concerns
and desires. I firmly believe that some changes are in order in regards to not only policy/program approval but
implementataon also. Signed a very concerned boss.

Justin Allen

Pierre SD

Comment:

After record snowfall and cold in many portions of SO opening up numerous additional counties to additional

antierlesi whitetail harvest by bow and muzzleloader seems a bit overboard and premature. Ifind it hard to

believe winter kill was not a factor in portions of the state. Thank you for your time



Justin Allen

Pierre SD

Also please address the NR antelope bow as well. Less tags as well as when and where they can be used
Harding Co. is overran with NR hunters.

Thank you for your time

Nest Predator Bounty

Comment:

SD needs to huge changes to bow hunting. Mule deer harvest has over doubled in the last five years as well
Nr license sales. A 4 month season is crazy. We manage SD wildlife so well yet bow hunting is basically not
managed at all. Limiting NR tag numbers along with where and when they can be used be used would be a
great ttart to fixing the problem. Sept.1 start should have never been passed, please push it back at 2-3 weeks

Gerald Wickstrom

Camberlain SD

none

Comment:

the bounty program is a waste of my license money. i'd rather like to see the money used for more hunting
areas and/or food plots.

Randi Smith

Spearfish SD

randi@rushmore.com

Comment:

This program targets native species to protect non native pheasants. I realize the economic benefit of pheasant
hunting, however I think that the target species are valuable in our state. I believe the rodent populations will
increase without the target species hunting them. Thank you.

Harlan Heitz

Mina SD

harlan.heitz@kl 2.sd.us

Comment:

I have trapped in SD all my life and I do not believe a special Reduction Program will have any effect on the
Pheasant population in our state. lt reminds me of how our state threw money into a catch and release coyote
program years ago. I don't believe that did what they intended to either.



Nancy Neumann

Rapid City SD

nneumann@rushmore.com

Comment:

This is an absolutely horrendous plan. Nature was designed to balance itself without the interference of man.
Not to mention the cruelty to the animals being trapped and killed. Also could mention the cost to taxpayers, but
that is not my main concern. This is pure cruelty of animals

Laural Bidwell

Rapid City SD

labidwell@aol.com

Comment:

While this program hopes to continue the SD "heritage" of trapping for the next 100 years, there was no
evidence that the wildlife involved will be here for the next 100 years. There were no metrics provided about
how many raccoons, red fox, skunks and opossums there are - particularly in the Black Hills which are NOT part
of the pheasant habatat. There are no wildlife management issues here. And lhere are plenty of activities in
existence right now to "get kids outdoors." Finally - enforcing trapping regulations (including checking traps for
animals) falls to exactly 4 conservation officers in the Black Hills. lf you must have this program - restrict it to
east river. ln the hills you are exterminating wildlife for no reason what-so-ever. This is not a well thought out
plan and this did not allow enough time for public input. So much for government transparency. I know that
many GF&P employees who are passionate about theirjobs and wildlife share the concerns that I have.

Louise Mcgannon

Mitchell SD

l.mcgannon@ymail.com

Comment:

Please oppose Kristi Noem's Bounty Program. My neighbor's cats kill more wildlife than any predator.

Loss of habitat and bad weather hurts the wildlife more than their predators.

With the loss of these predators, we are opening doors to worse problems. These predators are here for a
reason. They kill mice, rats, ticks just to name a few that we seem to deem problematic. One cannot start
killing large numbers of predators without creating problems.

Pheasants are not even native to our Hemisphere.

Wendy Parent

Sioux Falls SD

Wendypj't@ gmail.com

Comment:

oppose



Teresa Engebretson

Sioux Falls SD

tjengebl @gmail.com

Comment:

ls there any science behind the proposed program? Have you spoken to the real pheasant and duck hunters?
HABITAT is the answer. Put all monies to habitat. There is a balance in nature, and this program messes with
that balance. "Mother Nature laughs last," and in a few years this will be apparent.
Please rqect this wrongheaded approachl

Linda Gregory

Gregory SD

zgrbell3@gmail.com

Comment:

Letting children kill animals for proflt is a BAD idea-it has been proven that many criminals who torture/kill
animals go on to kill/hurt people!
It is 2019, not 1819, so let's come up with a humane system. There are also other areas in SD that need
attention-humane trap and neuter for feral cats-have seen too many cats and kittens out in the freezing snow.
Also, more laws against animal cruelty.
Animals are being treated like trash and that is wronglhese animals have a right to live and you are sending a
very DANGEROUS precedent to kill animals for money.
What kind of ethics/morality do you want for our future? We are already wrecking the habitats of animals-it is
short sighted and reckless to kill wildlife indiscriminately. The irony of this program is also ridiculous-because
the animals you want to save (birds) are going to then be huntedl
I know you have a large population of trappers who want to continue the 'trade' but in today's climate it's cruel
and unnecessary.
Thank you for your time.

William Mcmullin

Oak Park Ml

williammcmullin@ve.montlaw.edu

Comment:

It's pretty disgusting South Dakota wants to pay children to kill animals. Teaching children not to have empathy
is dangerous.

Melody Dennis

Oeadwood SD

mdennis@rushmore.com

Comment:

This.horrible program of tail bounty hunting. seriously? you ha be to put a stop to it. l've never heard of
anything so horrible and barbaric in my life. Trapping is in humane and barbaric. lt's being ouflawed in all but
the most illiterate states. Getting the kids outdoors? To teach them to harm and main def6nseless animals?
what about baseball? Spend this money on bikes for kids. Game Fish and Parks is supposed to be protecting
not destroying. This has to be stoppped



Lamoyne Darnall

Rapid City SD

lamoynedarnall@yahoo.com

Comment:

Due to the increase in population thus the increase in of water sports, I believe it is inevitable that additional
water must be opened up for recreational and use. There are numerous smaller lakes where low wake
conditions are and will be available.

Lamoyne Darnall

Rapid City SD

lamoynedarnall@yahoo.com

Comment:

A once prolific bass population in Pactola has been decimated primarily due to spearing. Bass are very
inquisitive and they are such an easy target because they will go right to a diverfor an easy kill. Please stop
permitting of bass in Pactola and let the population populate. lt willtake a few years to do so and a restocking
would certainly shorten that recovery.

Larry Talley

Rapid City SO

larrytalley@rushmore.com

Comment:

I oppose spearfishing for large mouth bass in Pactola. lt is my thinking that spearing bass would wipe out the
bass population in that lake. Spearing suckers would be ok.

Larry Talley

Rapid City SD

larrytalley@rushmore.com

Comment:

Deerfield lake has a no wake zone for the entire lake and has been in effect for ever. I propose that a change to
20 MPH would make this lake more usable to more boaters. The current restrictions are unacceptable.

Joe Babcock

Wagner SD

,oecbab@yahoo.com

Comment:

As we know other states close walleye fishing during the walleye spawning period. Walleye populations are on
the decline on Lewis and Clark Lake, Francis Case, and possibly other lakes.

Other



The Govenor is trying to get more phesants in this state for the South Dakotans and non-residents to hunt and
you are ruining their nests and nesting sights as well as other species. Phesants and ducks and geese. Song
birds are back. Where the deer gonna give birth? in a chisel plowed field that used to be a tree grove or
grassland. Cause its farmed now. Or in grass land the it supoposed to be managed by officials for this state for
wildlife. Now you burn it. WHERE THEY GONNA GO!!lwhy cant you people figure it out. Leave the trees. They
are winter cover. Places for nesting birds. Protection from wind and weather and protection from soil erosion.
Oont gimme that story bout native grasses. Things change and it will NEVER be the same. Grasses included.
We dont have prarie anymore. No Buffalo roaming them. I dont wanna hear bout the raptors setting in them.
That is an easy problem. Take care of it. I dont think one phesant hunter would object. lve heard that same line
from USFWwhen they burn the acres and acres on all their land they manage in my area between Madison and
Brookings. Native grasses!!l And raptorsl!! The grasses you will never get back to what it was. The trees are
doing more good than harm. Smatter offactly you should be planting more not taking them out. Y ou both have
the same mind set. Too much college- no knowledge!l!! lgotta plant more trees. I cant believe it.

Special Buck Licenses

Steve Doyle

colan So

bs33doyle@gmail.com

Comment:

I think that it would be beneflcial to both the hunters and the state of SD to make these additional deer licenses
available. This would give more hunters the opportunity to hunt the whitetail in your state. Plus it would bring
more dollars to all the services offered that the hunters will be utilizing while spending time in all the areas they
will be hunting in.

Kevin Ray

Gainesville GA

Comment:

I love hunting the great state of South Dakota and it's a shame how hard it is to get these tags. lthink this would
help the landowners tremendously in the harsh agriculture years and also generate more revenue for game and
fish since non resident hunter fees cost more and of course have happy non res hunters. Killing 3 birds with one
stone in my eyes. Thanks for your time on this matter

Wayne Mouser

Herreid SD

waynemouser@gmail.com

Comment:

I am in favor of creating a special any whitetail drawing for residents and non residents

Steven Radloff

Little Falls MN

skimebearcabin@yahoo.com

Comment:



Mitchell Engle

Corpus Christi TX

mitchengle@gmail.com

Comment:

Native South Dakotan.
Hunt yearly on private land in Western SD.
Support the recommended changes to start 2020

Chris Callahan

Thomaston GA

Comment:

support

Bryan Nazworth

Gainesville FL

bryan@quality-plumbing.net

Comment:

I have been an out of state hunter for 15 years in SD, the system has made it harder every year for Non
residents to obtain a special buck or whitetaal tag. it seems that the commission should consider the revenue
from out of state hunters and the positive economic impact that we provide, while protecting the natural
resource. lwould urge the commission to pass this proposed change and further the efforts to allow access to
non resident hunters.

Larry Lewis

Marquette Ml

1s173051@aol.com

Comment:

I have traveled to South Dakota for deer hunting for the last five years and the only thing that would stop my
yearly trips would be the failure to draw a tag. The white tail draw has been difflcult to draw under current rules

Kerry Smith

Reading PA

Kjs roofi n g@verizon.net

Comment:

support



Ryan Thompson

Pierre SD

thompson12@helenaagri.com

Comment:

Excellent idea, will take pressure of the original special buck tag and give non residents another opportunity for
a private land tag

Kellan Clark

Oacoma SD

Comment:

I oppose any consideration that may take any kind of opportunity away from residents

Troy Kirsch

Platte SD

tkirsch@midstatesd.net

Comment:

Another way to get more nonresident license??? That is way it looks

Russ Hanson

Pierre SD

hansonstaxidermy@mncomm.com

Comment:

I would like to see , all nonresident archery tags go buck only,, this would help bring back mule deer numbers on
public land,

Nicholas Gilmore

Milbank SD

ngilmore3@hotmail.com

Comment:

It makes sense that the GFP Commission would go through a complete overhaul of the lottery system for deer
licenses (which was not a bad idea) and then follow it up with a push to further commercial the outdoors. I

warned people that this was the entire reason for the lottery system overhaul, l.iust did not think that the
commission had the gonads to do it within a few months.
My solution would be to restructure the commission to be composed primarily of game biologists, not those who
want to proflt from increased pay-for-hunting operations. This whole idea erodes the ln PRK, the surgeon
removes the cover, lasers away 60 pages in the same manner, and it takes three to five days for the iover to
grow back. A simple and concise procedure. (properly licensed) resident hunters desire to even try to ask for
permission from the courteous land owners of the state.



Justin Allen

Pierre SD

Comment:

l'm against the proposal/finalization of any additional special buck licenses. As someone who actually buys a
special buck licenses every other year west river lfeel the addition of more licenses further commeriializes
hunting in SD. lt encourages landowner to increase pay hunting and cut out local and family hunters. Pay deer
hunting in western SO is on the rise and this will only further it while pushing others off priv;te land onto
crowded public lands. SD GFP keeps talking about and pushing increased opportunities for new and youth
hunters but proposals like this are the death of public opportunity thru a snowball effect. West River already has
'l ,000 any deer special buck licenses and with this proposed addition of up to 1,000 any whitetail tags mak6s
2,000 special licenses. Although otherwise stated by GFP I find it extremely hard to believe that thoie 2,000
special licenses are not taken away from the general draw license availability. I feel just because you can
access private ground either by paying or for free should give you the advantage of drawing tags more
frequently than someone that does not have access to private. All this said I have a 2019 speCial buck license.
Please leave the special buck license at the current number.

Thanks, Justin Allen, Pierre



Public Comments

Deer Hunting Seasons
Jeff Blankenfeld

Aurora SD

blankenj3@hotmail.com

Comment:

please reconsider this number. I grew up in the central hills and do not see a need at this time to control deer
numbers by harvesting does. I have not read what your reasons are but don't believe there would be a valid
reason at this time. the consultants that were hired by the governor several years ago indicated gfp was
harvesting a considerable number of does, which they pointed out was a tool for directly controlling numbers. I

just don't see that this is necessary at this time. thank you, Jetf

Public Water Zoning
Jared Brenden

Henry SD

Jaredbrd@yahoo.com

Comment:

Why would we want to shut down a waterfowl resting place? Also just to open the lake to these guys that have
$80,000 boats? Fish out the lake like a lot of other lakes in out area? I think you keep this closed and do not
build a boat ramp for easy access! Keeps the lake protected and same for the waterfall. Please do not change
this boating zone.

Resident Nonresident
Robert Rogers

Dallas PA

bob8655@f rontiernet.net

Comment:

I have had the privilege Archery hunting in South Dakota for at least 8 years now. lt has been a wonderful
experience even though I have not harvested a deer in those 8 years. I have had the opportunity to harvest a
deer, but nol a mature deer that meets my criteria. I thoroughly enjoy coming to South Dakota and have never
had any issues with encroachment by other hunters, even though I have hunted public access land. Each year
l'm in South Dakota, I look foMard to supporting the local businesses (Hotels, reslaurants, grocery store,
convenient stores, etc.) in the area. I am by no means a wealthy person, but I do save my money all year to
make this special trip. The entire journey cleanses my soul. After many years in military service and a career in
Law Enforcement this trip is what I look forward to all year.
I can honestly say I have never had an issue with other hunters or a lack of game. I feel some who propose a
reduction in licenses may be doing so in their own self-interest and not for the protection of the resource. I

believe a reduction in Non-Resident Archery Licenses will have a negative impact on South Dakota businesses
all over the state. ln my experience, the negative issues raised are greatly exaggerated and are pushed by a
narrow minded group that masquerades as supporting bow hunting in South Dakota.



Wyatt Skelton

Bryant SD

wyaftskelton@hotmail.com

Comment:

There should be a cap on NR archery deer and antelope tags. Possibly 8%

Special Buck Licenses
Wyatt Skelton

Bryant SD

wyattskelton@hotmail.com

Comment:

This seems to.iust commercialize hunting in SD more and close more opportunities for residents to obtain
permission on private land. lf outfltters can lease the land or landowners themselves can charge m to allow
hunting it closes the door for not-as-well off residents.

Dan Nefzger

Lake Norden SD

dannefzger@icloud.com

Comment:

The whitetail special buck is a great way to add tag opportunities, without putting anymore pressure on public
lands. More opportunities for everyone. Thanks again for taking sportsman's ideas seriously and implementing
those that generate positive results for multiple groups.



Minutes of the Game, Fish, and Parks Commission
May 23, 2019

Chairman Gary Jensen called the meeting to order at 8:00 a.m. CT at via
teleconference. Commissioners Gary Jensen. Mary Anne Boyd, Jon Locken, Scott
Phillips, Russell Olson, Douglas Sharp, Robert Whitmyre were present when the roll
was called. lt was noted that a quorum was present. Commissioner Travis Bies jointed
at 8:10 a.m. Secretary Kelly Heplerwas present along with 12 staff and public in Pierre,
4 staff and public in Sioux Falls and 4 staff and public in Rapid City, and 1 staff in the
Watertown location.

Conflict of lnterest Disclosure
Chair Jensen called for conflicts of interest to be disclosed. None were

presented.

Jensen explained the reason for the special meeting is to reconsider the rules
previously passed that were reverted back by the IRRC so they can be reintroduced.

Jon Kotilnek, staff attorney, said these rules were March proposals that were
finalized in April. 10 rules were reverted. 41:03:01:07, 4'l :03:03:03.0'1, 41 :06:0'l :20,
4'1 :06,:02:03, 4'1 :06:62:01 , 41:066202, 41 :06:62:03, 41 :06:62:04, 41 :08:02:1 3. He
noted some are not being reintroduced as the Department will do additional work with
the public before bringing them foMard again. Did not bring parl of 41 :03:03:03.01 and
all of 41:06:01:20 backbecausewe are looking atchangingthe process. The IRRC'S
authority to revert rules is 1-26-4.7. The Commission's authority to reconsider the
IRRC's action is found in 1-264j0.

PUBLIC COMMENTS
Jensen opened the floor for public comments from those in attendance

Wayne Lloyd, Sioux Falls, SD spoke in regards to Hunt for Habitat: the program
has been great and it kids are invested in it. Had 23 raccoons on his 47 acres this help
eliminate the predators and the diseases they carry as well as involving kids
Wayne Lloyd, Sioux Falls, SD Super tags: various states do this and I participate in
many states. Understands that money from super tags will be controlled by the
department and not the Second Century Habitat Fund. Either way with the oversite
disagrees with the concerns of Representative Cwach.

Steve Hemmer, location, SD Hunt for Habitat in favor and hope the money is
used like it is supposed to be. Fees are in line with other states. Agrees with
comments made by Wayne Lloyd

Jamie Al-Haj, Rapid City, SD spoke in opposition of the bounty program. She
wants the decision of the IRRC upheld. She noted concern for the 18,218 animals killed
since May 22nd not including their offspring which would put the number over 45,000.
She said there is no significant scientific dala that shows this will improve pheasant
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habitat. Said comments are oveMhelmingly opposed. She has concerns with kids
trapping, killing and cutting the tail off animals.

Jane Cummings, Rapid City, SD, Urged the commission not to trap on public
lands. People come to SD for alldifferent reasons and trapping the young is cruel and
should not be extended.

Nancy Hilding, Prairie Hills Audubon Society said she supports Crow Creek
Sioux tribe members free park entrance. They should be allowed on all parks for free
as theses were their lands. Hilding said the Hu nt for Habitat the rule is noton howyou
are spending your money. Should not spend the money on pheasants that are not
native species would like it spent on SD threatened and endangered species. Would
like the money spent on other things and not on pheasants. Hilding said she will
provide the Commission copies of the trapping SD scorecards that show how poor our
states score is in comparason to other states in the nations. Would like to have
clarification on the trap check rules. Feels this is inhumane to have animals sitting in a
trapfor3%days. So ifapproved make modification on trap check time 24 hours.
Trapping animals is also killing their children as well as non-target species. 2 species
have been petitioned for listing with the USFWS. This program increases the list for
these species. This is about teaching children sadism.

See attached public comments submitted prior to meeting

RECONSIDERATION OF RULES REVERTED BY THE INTERIM RULES REVIEW
COMMITTEE AS ADOPTED BY COMMISSION AT THE APRIL COMMISSION
MEETING

Park License Exemptions - 41 :03:03:03.0'l .

Scott Simpson, parks and recreation division director presented the proposed
change to allow any enrolled Crow Creek tribal member and their family to enter West
Bend Recreational Area without a park entrance license. He noted there are no
changes from rules adopted by April Commission.

Kotilnek noted 41:03r03:04 which is listed on the sheet was already addressed
and approved by IRRC.

Motion by Boyd, second by Phillips TO AMEND THE FINALIZATION OF
CHANGES TO PARK ENTRANCE LICENSE EXEMPTION EXCLUDING 41:03:03:04.
Roll call vote: Boyd-yes; Locken - yes; Bies - yes; Olson- yes; Whitmyre - yes; Phillips -
yes; Sharp- yes; Jensen-yes. Motion passes with 8 yes votes and 0 no vote.

Motion by Phillips, second by Whitmyre TO APPROVE THE FINALIZATION OF
CHANGES TO PARK ENTRANCE LICENSE EXEMPTION 41 :03:03:03.01 AS
AIiENDED. Roll call vote: Boyd-yes; Locken-yes; Bies-yes; Olson- yes; Whitmyre -
yes; Phillips-yes; Sharp- yes; Jensen-yes. Motion passes with 8 yes votes and 0 no
vote.

Hunting license fees -41:06:02:03. And Huntfor Habitat - (New) 4'l :06:62.01 -
41:06:62.04.
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Tony Leif, wildlife division director presented the proposed changes to the hunting
license fee that would set applacation fees and create one Custer State park any bison
license and three super license packages that include tags for one any elk, one any
deer, and one any antelope. These licenses would be drawn through a lottery process
with an individual able to submit as many non-refundable applications as they desire.
He noted there are no changes from rules adopted by April Commission.

Leif also presented the proposed changes to create one Custer State Park any
bison license and three super license packages that include tags for one any elk, one
any deer, and one any antelope. These licenses would bedrawn through a lottery
process with an individual able to submit as many non-refundable applications as they
desire. He noted there are no changes from rules adopted by April Commission.

Hepler said he spoke wilh some of the IRRC members and discussion on hunt for
habitat the concerns were where would the money go. He said we want to be clear this
money will remain under the authority of the department and funds will be leveraged
with the fund when necessary. This money will go toward habital for all wildlife not just
pheasants. We will be accountable to show how this money was directed and through
which programs.

Boyd said because these dollars will go toward developing habitat on private land
please explain the public access component.

Leif responded all of these programs come with provisions noting the landowner
cannot be involved in commercial hunting programs and will need to provide reasonable
free public access.

Hepler clarified this money will not all go into private land. Some will go back to
public lands to take care of what we have. We will work with GFP habitat staff on how
to best utilize these funds.

Motion by Bies, second by Sharp TO FINALIZE THE ESTABLISHMENT OF
HUNT FOR HABITAT LICENSESAS PRESENTED 41:06:62.01 -41:06:62.04... Roll
call vote: Boyd-yes; Locken - yes; Bies - yes; Olson- yes; Whitmyre - yes; Phillips -
yes; Sharp- yes; Jensen-yes. lrotion passes with 8 yes votes and 0 no vote.

Traps to be rendered inoperable - removal of trapping devices - 4l:08:02:'13.
Kevin Robling, deputy secretary, presented the proposed change would extend

the date from May 1 to August 31 that traps, snares and associated equipment may be
used on public lands and improved road rights-of-ways. The rule would also require
that the traps, snares and associated equipment must be actively operated and checked
in accordance to trap-check rules. No changes from rules adopted by April Commission.

Robling said as you know public lands hold some of the best nesting lands in the
state. Thiswill provide opportunity to userstotrap onthose public landsand get those
families outdoors. We have over 1,600 participants in the nest predator bounty program
so far and it has been successful getting families outdoors and youth involved. This
would extend the date to hunt on public land to August 3'1'r.
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Phillips asked what was done to restrict snares and what traps this includes.

Robling responded that in June 20'18 we amended rules that pertain to this
language which includes dispatch snares which cannot be used on public lands or road
righ-t ofiays. All traps needed to be removed through May 1"r. All the traps that are
leqaltoday can be used. These trap types that can be used on public lands include live

traps, snares. leg holds, and conibears.

Sharp asked that if we go rid of those a year ago what is the significance in

changing the dates and how is the current amount of trapping in comparison to previous
years.

Robling explained the department did not change the dates prior to the
establishment of the nest predator bounty program. The use of dispatch snares would
not be allowed on public lands or road right ofways through August 31"t. ,2018 fur
barrier numbers are still being compiled- 44,000 fur barriers were removed in South
Dakota with 3,200 license holders. This does not included landowners trapping on their
own land. The majority of animals removed were raccoons

Sharp asked for confirmation that trapping on public lands will end on May 1't
unless we change it today and this is why the IRRC sent it back

Robling responded yes when this was reverted by IRRC we sent communication
to our public users and let them know there is no trapping on public lands today as it is
back to the May 1'' deadline. lfthis is approved today and approved by IRRC on June
3'd they would have 80 days left in to trap on public lands by extending it to August 3'1"

Hepler said he and Commissioner Boyd had a conversation with some IRRC
members and discussion on the trapping deadline but were more concerned on how the
process led us to here

Boyd said part of the discussion involved concerns they had from people in

regards to family pets and hunting dogs possibly getting caught in traps. Like the idea
of modifying to only be live traps on public land.

Sharp asked staff to provide the trap check requirements

Leif responded that rule is not up for consideration today due to no public notice
Currently it is 48 hours East River and 72 hours West River. These rules can be
brought back at later date should the commission want to.

Phillips said he appreciated motion to amend by Boyd but would like to comment
that will not support extending because the public comments are against the concept of
a nesl predator bounty program. He would like to see public lands available for other
USES.

Motion by Boyd, second by Phillips TO AMEND THE FINALIZATION OF
CHANGES TO TRAPPING REGULATIONS 41:08:02:13 TO ONLY INCLUDE LIVE
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TRAPS Roll call vote: Boyd-yes; Locken - yes; Bies - yes; Olson_ yes; Whitmyre _ yes;
Phillips-yes; Sharp- yes; Jensen-yes. Motion passes with I yes votes and 0 no vote.

Sharp asked for input from other commissioners.

Bies said this whole trapping thing was started as a year proqram to see what the
response is. Feel we need to extend it to August 3i,r to give it the opportunity

Phillips said again he feelthis should only be on private land and leave public land
available for other uses.

Boyd said the thought of doing this only on private land does make sense. This is
a very sensitive issue. lt does make sense to see it th rough for the year.

Phillips said it is his understanding that if we kill this proposat it keeps it on private
land only.

Leif confirmed that is correct

Jensen said or we can limit this for one year.

Leif responded yes if that is the wish of the commission we can craft that into the
administrative rule that governs this.

Olson reminded everyone if we limit this to privale land we are excluding people
who do not have access to private land. Wehavepubliclandsforavastamountofour
users who only have access to public lands and we need to concenlrate on those public
lands.

Bies said by amending to only be live traps this addresses most of the concerns
that were brought up.

Jensen asked if this will this be included in the WMI study

Hepler responded no this is not direc y related to the study but we will review the
success of this program.

- Motion by Sharp, second by Bies TO APPROVE THE F|NAL|ZAT|ON OF
CHANGES TO THE TRApptNG REGULATTONS 41:08:02:13 AS AMENDED. Ro ca
vote; Boyd-yes; Locken -yesj Bies - yes; Olson- yes;Whitmyre - yes; ptrillips _ no;
snarp- yes: Jensen-yes. Motion passes with 7 yes voles and 1 no vote.

Adjourn
Motioned by Bies with second by Locken TO ADJOURN THE MEETING. Motioncarried unanimously and the meeting adjourned at 9:.lO a.m.

Respectfully Submitted,
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Kelly R. Hepler, Department Secretary
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rz Public Comments

Hunt for Habitat Licenses
Gail Bickel

Vermillion SO

roetteleT@yahoo.com

Comment:

you will destroy the ecosystem to please your hunlers. Capitalism does not supercede a healthy environment!!!!
lgnorance needs to network to understand how the world works.

Tony Lilich

Sapulpa OK

cheiflilich@gmail.com

Comment:

oppose

Other
Rusty Schmidt

Rapid City SD

foxhound6 l 26@hotmail.com

Comment:

I am completely opposed to limiting the access permits to the Custer National Forest

Diane Lang

Seattle WA

lang_diane@hotmail.com

Comment:

Please protect our wildlife.

Steve Toepfer

Oacoma SD

stevetoepfer@icloud.com

Comment:

I was unable to leave a public comment at the assigned location as for lhe May 23 rd meeling so I am sending it
here. I have read lhe proposed changes and lagree with them. I believe these are good changes.



Deborah Kitzul

Grand Blanc Ml

warriorhawkwolf@yahoo.com

Comment:

We are destroying everything on the planet. Over 60% of the animals in the last 40 years. We are quickly
coming to our own demise.

Trapping Prohibitions
Darci Adams

Hartford SD

darci_adams@yahoo.com

Comment:

I urge the SDGFP Commission NOT to extend the use of traps on public lands. The current May 1 deadline
should be maintained because it enhances public safety, promotes tourism, and reduces the suffering of
orphaned wildlife on public lands preventing the unethical trapping of mothers with young. Trappers do not need
four additional months on public lands.

Kim Tysdal

Rapid City SD

Kmtysdal@rap.midco.net

Comment:

The Nest Predator trapping is deplorable. Spend the money to improve pheasant habitat. I think there are befter
ways to entertain your children in nature. As a lifelong resident of S.D. and a hunter, I am disgusted by this.

Kim Benning

Redfield SD

Dbenning@midco.abe.net

Comment:

Please stop this cruel and heartbreaking action. Teaching children to kill animals for money is crazy. Build them
a park or organize other outside activities .



Laural Bidwell

Rapid City SD

labidwell@aol.com

Comment:

Please do not extend the use of lraps on public lands. The cunent May 1 deadline should be maintained
because it enhances public safety, promotes tourism, and reduces the suffering of orphaned wildlife on public
lands preventing the unethical trapping of mothers with young. This bounty program was not instigated properly
or fairly. The existing rules were enough to "get kids outside" if that is what the goal was. Please stop this
extension.

Tammy Jungen

Watertown SD

Tjungen@gmail.com

Comment:

I urge the commission not to exlend the use of traps on public lands. The cunent May 'l deadline should be
maintained because it enhances public safety, promotes tourism, and reduces the suffering of orphaned wildlife
on public lands preventing the unethical trapping of mothers with young.

Lori Lockman

Sioux Falls SD

Lol02379@gmail.com

Comment:

There are many other outdoor activities to teach children besides killing animals and mutilating them. What
happens when the insects and other small animals that these "predilors" eat are overpopulated?

Todd Magnuson

Trent SD

Comment:

oppose

Patricia Jenkins

Brandon SD

dpjenkins@alliancecom.net

Comment:

I urge the Commission not to extend the use of traps on Public Lands. The current May 1st deadline should be
maintained to reduce the suffering on orphaned wildlife and taxpazyer expense.



SherylPlagmann

MitchellSD

Dutchgal5l @mitchelltelecom.net

Gomment:

oppose

Heather Philbrook

Rapid City SD

hphilbrookl @gmail.com

Gomment:

oppose

Leah Kelly

Sioux Falls SD

leahkellylmt@gmail.com

Comment:

Trapping is both a cruel and inhumane practice that has no place in civilized society. Only individuals that truly
find enjoyment in inflicting pain and torture upon helpless animals would support such barbaric practices.

Dr. Vicki Koebernick

Rapid City SD

Drvickik@hotmail.com

Gomment:

The new trapping laws are not only inhumane but also unsportsmanlike. There have been no studies done

about the potential harm that this could cause to our ecosystem.

Jamie Vanhoorn

Milbank SD

jamielynn57252@yahoo.com

Comment:

Please keep traps off of public lands..do the right thing.



Shari Rose

Rapid City SD

fixedfelines@wescomm.com

Comment:

Oont extend useoftrapson public lands, stay with N4ay 1st. Am against unethical trapping and the forced
suffering on orphaned wildlife. ln addition it's a public safety issue and being a high tourism stale, we dont need
any more bad press

Klara Parks

Piedmont SD

codreleafarm@gmail.com

Comment:

Please uphold the cunent deadline for removal of traps on public lands because it promotes public safety,
promotes tourism and decreases the cruelty and number of orphaned babies that will die of starvation.

Mickie Hortness

Rapid City SD

mhortness@hotmail.com

Comment:

I urge the commission not to extend the use of traps on public lands. The current May 1 deadline should be
maintained because it enhances public safety, promotes tourism and reduces the suffering of orphaned wildlife
on public lands by preventing the unethical trapping of molhers with young.

Comment:

"expanding use of lraps on public lands" for the safety of the public health from any life, and decaying of any
creature within the trap or the kap themselves harming the population of the state. The potential harm of no
creature within the classification within i/e prey species or lypes are in potential harm as well.

Kristi Quaintance

Garretson SD

qredrock@alliancecom.net

Comment:

This is an absolutely disgusting program. Jacob, from Noem's oflice, had no idea if after the program reached
its end for lhe season, if there would even be a review! You don't implement this controversial program withoul
a review. And even if it was reviewed as a benefit to pheasants, lwould still oppose it. Tell farmers to quit
farming ditch to ditch. Tell them to stop with the drain tiles. Tell Thune and Rounds to reimplement the CRP
program. DO THINGS THAT WORK! Don't teach our kids this behavior. And then pay lhem with my tax dollars.
I can't say I have hated anything more in this state as I do hate this unnecessary program.

Eric Brychta

Sioux Falls SD



Charlotte Petrick

Rapid City SD

sdshasta@yahoo.com

Comment:

l've hunted & fished for over 50 years; I eat what I kill. I wear leather & fur; I have nothing against ethical
trapping. l'm ashamed of South Dakota's Nest Predator Bounty Program. Wanton killing for profit is wrong.

Thousands of native animals are being killed & wasted to protect a non-native commodity. These animals
can languish for up to 72 hours Wesl River, before being clubbed or shol. Thousands more dependent young
are dying a slow death of starvation when mom is killed.

As predators are removed, lheir prey will increase. These lands will see a surge of mice, rabbits, rats, &
moles. Pheasant habit (and crops) will suffer. The predators will rebound and pheasants will suffer. This
insanity will have long term effects on the entire environmenl.

Hidden agendas, closed-door meetings, and my license fees spent for a special interest upset me. l'm upset
that this program was implemented without the opportunity for public input. l'm upset that tailless carcasses
are being found by folks trying to enjoy the outdoors. l'm upset that South Dakota's well-earned reputalion for
conservation & stewardship is being tarnished.

Ethical sportsmen & wildlife biologists throughout the nation are appalled at this lame-brained plan that
ignores science & research.

This isn't a Republican or Democratic issue. This is purely greed

Charlotte "Charlie" Petrick
Rapid City SD

Larry Wiedenman

Rapid City SD

lwiedenman@rap.midco.nel

Comment:

I urge the commission not to extend the use of lraps on public lands. The current deadline of May 1 should be
maintained because it enhances public safety, promotes lourism, and reduces the suffering of orphaned wildlife
on public lands by preventing lhe unethical trapping of mothers with young.

Brenda Thomas

lnterior SD

Comment:

I urge lhe commission not to extend the use of traps on public lands. The current May 1 deadline should be
maintained because il enhances public safety, promotes tourism, and reduces the suffering of orphaned wildlife
on public lands preventing the unethical trapping of molhers with young.



Randy Ristesund

Sioux Falls SO

Comment:

Enough

Terry Thomas

lnterior SO

Comment:

I urge the commission not to extend the use of traps on public lands. The current N4ay 1 deadline should be
maintained because it enhances public safety, promotes tourism, and reduces the suffering of orphaned wildlife
on public lands preventing lhe unethical trapping of mothers with young.

Sue Hayes

Desdrvood SD

Shayespeaches@yahoo.com

Comment:

This program was poorly researched and has no merit in providing better habitat for pheasants and is nol a
reasonsble solution for getting kids outdoors. lt is bad for SD's public image. Better habitat solutions are lhe
answer.

Lani Olson

Rapid City SD

Comment:

lihink more than enough animals have died under this ill-advised program, with untold Iitters of young left to die
Please at least stop it on public lands.

Kris Slapelberg

Rapid City SD

virtuesandvices@aol.com

Comment:

I urge lhe commission not to extend the use of traps on public lands. The cunent l\iay 1 deadline should be
maintained because it enhances public safely, promotes tourism, and reduces lhe suhering of orphaned wildlife
on public lands prevenling the unethical trapping of mothers with young.



Louise Mcgannon

Mitchell SD

Lmcgannon@ymail.com

Comment:

I strongly oppose the Nest Predator Bounty Program. I strongly oppose the cruelty to animals using my tax
dollars lo do so.

I have been covered in ticks these past couple of weeks and so have my dogs, you are allowing people to kill

the animals that eat ticks. These animals you are killing are very beneficial to humans. This total disregard for
our ecosystem is appalling and so is the cruelty and you are making us pay for it.

I feel there is a much better use for my tax dollars like fixing roads and educating our children. Ms. Noem has
very screwed up priorities.

Yes, if it comes across thal I am mad, it's because I am. EveMhing about this program is wrong whether it's on
private or public lands. Public lands that lown. ??

Missy Dassinger

Rapid City So

missydass@hotmail.com

Comment

Hunting, fishing and trapping are a South Dakota way of life. Predators need to be controlled and the history
and heritage of trapping is one that needs to be kept alive and well in South Dakota and beyond.

There are well funded "animal rights" groups trying to get foothold in South Oakota with the goal of ending all
animal exhibits. No more Bear Country, no more Reptile Gardens, and no more Stock Show. lf South Dakota
gives an inch towards showing any empathy the animal rights agenda and you will see an influx of PETA and
beyond.

Say YES to our constitutional rights of hunting and trapping and say no to the animal rights agenda.

Andrea Crouch

Rapid City SD

Comment:

It is a danger to the number of animals we have left in our area or in the world in general

Leisa Bailey

Vermillion SD

leisabailey55@gmail.com

Comment:

I urge the commission not to extend the use of traps on public lands. The current l/ay 1 deadline should be

mai-ntained because it enhances public safety, promotes tourism, and reduces the suffering of orphaned wildlife

on public lands prevenling the unethical trapping of mothers with young."



Laurie Dolan

Denver CO

Laurie_dolan@yahoo.com

Comment:

I am appalled at this trapping program:
1) lf you want to save birds, focus on habitat
2) The tail bounty program is lroubling as trapping usually causes the animals to suffer. Also, many of the
trapped animals are mothers with young that rely on them for survival
3) The appropriation of this funding was not done correctly.
4) The funding should go to more conslruclive programs that benelits more South Dakotans (ex. lncrease
teacher pay)

I canceled my quarterly trip to see my family in Sioux Falls due to this program. I am disgusted by my home
state of South Dakota with the lack of respect shown to animals (pheasants, factory farms, etc.).

Tim Colon

Sioux Falls SD

timcolon@yahoo.com

Comment:

Please preserve SD native wildlife, stop this unnecessary trapping

Tom Stapelberg

Tucson AZ

Tes3938@gmail.com

Comment:

It is not necessary. And if South Dakota has lax money to waste, give teachers raises or spend it on STEM for
K-12. I was born and raised in South Dakota and had been planning on retiring there. Now, maybe nol. I used to
be proud of my home slate. Now, not so much.

Deb Roach

Madison SD

dmroachSl @gmail.com

Comment:

"l urge the commission not to extend the use of traps on public lands. The cunenl May 1 deadline should be
maintained because it enhances public safety, promotes tourism, and reduces the suffering of orphaned wildlife
on public lands preventing lhe unethical trapping of mothers with young.'



Jeanette Williams

Vermillion SO

idwilliams@vyn.midco.net

Comment:

Please, please, please for God's sake end this war on innocent little animals. For the first time in my 68 years I

am embarrassed to be a South Dakotan.

Mark Wetmore

Vermillion SD

mw@birdhousecats.org

Comment:

lf GF&P has a million dollars to toss out for a crackpot program like this, we should re-evaluate license fees.
And the dedicated, less-reviewed nature of lhose funds. ls it intended to be an on-going program? Won't the
targeted species populations just pop up again if it is only for one year? Dept. web site says one goal is to
"Get the next generation involved and interested in outdoor recreation, conservation and wildlife managemenl
while increasing supporl for habitat." N,ly generation was taught that sportsmen and women don't shoot ducks
on the water or pheasants on the ground. lnvolving children in shooting beautiful animals in a trap is an
obscene way to introduce them to the ouldoors. lnstead lhey should learn that "habitat" means a lot more
than a place to grow pheasants; it also includes a place for the natural life of native species. THIS lS A BAD,
EMBARRASING PROGRAM FOR THE STATE, WHAT IF THE NATIONAL PRESS PICKS UP ON IT?

Jeff Schultz

Tulare SD

schultzv33@hotmail.com

Comment:

predators need to be controlled this will help

Hannah Perez

Sioux Falls SD

Hjp0'13@yahoo.com

Comment:

oppose

Madelyn Jensen

vermillion SD

Madi.marie.jensen@gmail.com

Comment:

oppose



Comment:

This program is barbaric

Wendy Parent

Tucson AZ

Wendypjl@gmail.com

Comment:

I urge the commission not to extend the use of traps on public lands. The cunent May 1 deadline should be
mainlained because it enhances public safety, promotes tourism, and reduces the suffering of orphaned wildlife
on public lands preventing the unethical trapping of mothers with young. As a resident of Sioux Falls until
recently, I do not plan on revisiting the state if expanded trapping on public lands is extended.

George L. Heiserman

Spearfish SD

lesheis@vastbb.net

Comment:

oppose

Suzann Spiker

Sioux Falls SD

Suzann'l 472@yahoo.com

Comment:

The nest predator bounty program is inhumane and irresponsible. lt should be stopped. I do not want my tax
dollars used to fund an animal cruelty program aimed at killing defenseless animals. The animals you're killing
mafter. They have value to the eco system and should not be killed because a greedy politician wants to
increase the number of pheasants to drive increased out of state hunters. Did you know that a single possum
eats about 5,000 ticks per season. l'm sure you realize ticks carry Lyme disease and are a health danger to
humans. Skunks eat wasps and beetles helping to control insect populations and they eat fruits and vegetables
thereby helping to distribute seeds for germination. Raccoons eal snakes, rats and insecls we consider pests
they like the skunk eat fruits and vegetables which helps with distribution and germination. Fox, have a helpful
side for farmers. foxes are wonderful at keeping rodent populations down. They hunt chipmunks, rals, mice,
voles and all sorts of other small rodents. Badgers eat insects and small rodents helping to control those
populations. ln addition, there is no control over how these poor animals are killed. There's no oversight into
whether other animals are being caught in the traps and killed. Many of lhe animals probably have babies
somewhere who then starve to death because their mom never returns. How are the bodies of all lhese animals
bring disposed of? How do we know lhe animals aren't being trapped in i,4innesota, lowa or Nebraska and
brought here to collect the funds? This program is truly disturbing from an animal welfare standpoint and
completely irresponsible to our eco system. Krisli Noem you should be ashamed of yourself.

Vicki Plucker

Rapid City SD



Bambi Leone

Rapid City SD

Bambileone@hotmail.com

Comment:

We need the animals.

Carmen Muessigmann

Clark SD

carmenmuessigmann@yahoo.com

Comment:

Please end this sick practice. Habitat loss is the cause not nature

Heidi Madsen

Carpenter SD

stern.heidi@yahoo.com

Comment:

I urge the commission not to extend the use of lraps on public lands. The current lvlay 1st deadline should be
maintained because it enhances public safety, promotes tourism, and reduces the suffering of orphaned wildlife
on public lands preventing the unethical trapping of mothers with young.

David Bonen

Hosmer SD

bonen@valleytel.net

Comment:

i buy a trapping lic. every year and follow all the rules . now you can trap free and change the rules . there is
more to SD then pheasants . trapping should be done when the fur is prime . might want to offer free trapping to
the ones that do it right !!! this program is just not right . will be waiting for my trapping refund . it would only be
fair. keep the public land and road ditches closed . dumbest program you could have ever come up wilh . hope

itsaltermNoam

Mary Burnham

Cheshire CT

Comment:

I urge the commission not to extend the use of traps on public lands. The current May 1 deadline should be
maintained because it enhances public safety, promotes tourism, and reduces lhe suffering of orphaned wildlife
on public lands preventing the unethical trapping of mothers with young.



lnga Gibson

Park City UT

lngagibson@yahoo.com

Comment:

This "program" is cruel, unnecessary, ineffective, not based on any scienlific grounds and irresponsible. lt gives
SD a black-eye for poor wildlife management and lack of basic compassion and ethics in preventing the
unnecessary and cruel suffering of nalive wildlife.

Melody Dennis

Oeadwood SD

mdennis@rushmore.com

Comment:

Please do not extend the use of traps on public land. This should not be allowed. Please stop this program. lt
was unethical, cruel, and hearlless. Traps were removed May 'l . Do the right thing. Keep the N4ay 1 deadline.

Rebecca Volk

Scottsbluff Nv

VolkierS'l@gmail.com

Comment:

Too many animals are going extinct to allow more killing

Cherrie Martenson

Rapid City SD

duaneandcherrie@hotmail.com

Comment:

I urge the commission not to extend the use of traps on public lands. The current May 'l deadline should be
maintained because il enhances public safety, promotes tourism, and reduces the suffering of orphaned wildlife
on public lands preventing the unethical trapping of mothers with young.

Kan Humphrey

Hill City SD

plazykranch@hughes.net

Comment:

I am extremely opposed to this proJect. lt sets up the environment that looses key species to invasions of non
largeted animals to strip fields and grasslands of nutrients and plant groMh. ln turn, the unbalance will cost the
farmers and ranchers much more then a few pheasants being prayed upon. lsn't that just life. Eat and be eaten
But this state doesn't address that, it addresses the almighty "buck" and Gov. Noem just played her hand as a
irresponsible servant to the wildlife and land. And you became her pawn. Besides isn't the pheasant a bird from
China? Non-indigenous to this land. Shame on you.



Missy Dassinger

Rapid City So

missydass@hotmail.com

Comment:

The best predator bounty program is a GOOD PROGRAI\,4 that is keeping the history and knowledge of self
reliance and the hunting and trapping heritage alive.
This program is being targeted by many online social media pages where people care about their emotion more
than facts. They feel animals should have the same amount of rights as humans and that any animal ownership
is equal to slavery. Not to mention that many of these people do not live in South Dakota but are active in
socioa media pages that promote any animal rights agenda they can flnd.

The best bounty program will have a positive and lasting impact on the next generation and is needed to keep
nuisance predator populations under conlrol.

Check out "End SDs Nesr Bounty Program" on Facebook to see their opinions.

Cassie Thiewes

Apple Valley MN

Comment:

oppose

lda Green

Paisley FL

Comment:

oppose

Patricia Beck

Madison SD

Comment:

Opposed Opposed Opposed to this cruelty!!l!



Savannah Robinson

Knoxville TN

savannahraeTT@yahoo.com

Comment:

There is never a good reason for us lo teach our young children, lhat are expected to one day take care of us
with loving hands, that it is perfectly acceptable to harm other beings because they are vulnerable! Stop
teaching abuse. Stop the power trips. And stop the incessant killing.

Lavonne Engelman

Mars Hill NC

Manekicrazy@hotmail.com

Comment:

I urge the commission nol lo extend the use of traps on public lands. The cunent May 'l deadline should be
maintained because it enhances public safety, promotes tourism, and reduces the suffering of orphaned wildlife
on public lands preventing lhe unethical trapping of mothers with young. The majority of citizens oppose the
archaic practice of trapping and are appalled that it still continues and that the minority is given favor to continue
a barbaric and outdated custom that most of the civilized world has evolved past.

Linda Torlay

Fort Myers FL

lindalmt929@yahoo.com

Comment:

Seriously? Have we not, as a dominant species, rose above the level or trapping and killing for the sake of
simply killing. And to teach that it's good for anolher species population that will only be killed at the pleasure of
humans is just insane.

I oflen vacation in South Dakota, have family still there, and am considering moving back but am ashamed to be
associated with the practices that are condoned by this state.

Stop this and stop it now.

Jordan Baer

Evansville lN

JordanBaerl@gmail.com

Comment:

Trapping is barbaric and despicable. lt needs to end in South Dakota.



Jami Lovullo

Santa Clarita CA

legalredfox@gmail.com

Comment:

As a wildlife professional, it is appalling to know that programs like this still persist and exist. There is absolutely
zero biological or ecological reason to do this. Not only does it encourage terrible cruelty, kills completely
innocent animals and costs taxpayers money, it leaves behind thousands of babies during Spring/baby season.
Horrific. The world is watching. So far, they are condemning South Oakota as a completely backwards, back
woods state. Shame on all of you. Absolutely zero justifications except to kill things for fun. This is not the
1800's. We should know befter by now.

Kathryn Hess

Summerset SD

Kbhess2l 626@hotmail.com

Comment:

To trap kill and cut off the tail of a defenseless animal is cruel and inhumane. lt is not only killing a defenseless
animal, but also babies in the dens are left to slowly slarve to dealh. I have seen people from other states
remark on lhe program, they are horrified and disgusted. Please stop this now. This is a 1gth century idea in a
21st century world. Please stop it now.

I live in FL....overpopulated, killing wildlife for development, dead animals along the roadways. Visited South
Dakota for its beauty and wildlife. You should EL4BRACE your states wildlife and beauty. Not execute them
in barbaric ways....and by children???? Disgusting and very disappointing to outsiders....

Mary Wulff

Hamilton MT

Comment:

I urge the commission not to extend the use of traps on public lands. The current May 1 deadline should be
maintained because il enhances public safety, promoles tourism, and reduces the suffering of orphaned wildlife
on public lands preventing the unethical trapping of mothers with young.

Denise Anderson

Tampa FL

Nisi711@hotmail.com

Comment:



Mary Shabbott

Punta Gorda FL

mshabbott@sbcglobal.net

Comment:

I urge the commission not to extend the use of traps on public lands. The current May 1 deadline should be
maintained because it enhances public safety, promotes tourism, and reduces the suffering of orphaned wildlife
on public lands preventing the unethical trapping of mothers with young.

Rixy Hirsche

Olds AB

iustroxy555@hotmail.com

Comment:

oppose

Janet Schott

Stevensville MT

Comment:

A small number of people (trappers) already have enough allotted time to trap without adding more time for all
the rest of us to have to worry about stepping in or having our kids step in traps. Tourism brings way more
money to the state than trapping does. Let's not ruin our public lands for the few trappers.

Michael Roach

Madison SO

ska.sunka33@gmail.com

Comment:

For 30 years I have been afforded the opportunity to work my hunting dogs on public lands year-round. Now
with the promotion and expansion of trapping on public lands I and others like me are no longer able to safely
do so. We spend a great deal of time and money on our four-legged hunting companions. They are our partners
in the fleld and family members at home. We appreciate the opportunity that public lands grant us in working
these companions 12 months per year. But we cannot risk our animals in the event that they become ensnared
in an unexpected trap. The granting and expansion of rights to a small group of people reduces the ability of
others to use the same public lands.

While I originally thought a compromise might be to require lrappers to cleady and obviously mark those plots
where they place their traps, I came to the inevilable conclusion that I simply do not trust olhers, particularly the
young people the state is encouraging, to consistently mark their traps. Besides, this "solution" still does not
provide dog-owning sportsmen safe access to lands that are so called "public". I urge the state to restrict the
expansion of trapping to private lands and leave public lands fully to the public.



Deirdre Cochran

wellington CO

wolfdeirdre@gmail.com

Comment:

This isn't a game. Our wildlife is protected by the ma.iority vole and that is STOP KILLING OUR WILDLIFE.
Every animal on Earth is here with a purpose. All deserve lo live and thrive. The only reason hunting should be
allowed is lo consume the animal and NOT for any other reason.

Cynthia Gardner

Boise lD

pms_ing@yahoo.com

Comment:

I am writing to urge lhe commission not to extend the use of traps on public lands. The current May 1 deadline
should be maintained because it enhances public safety and reduces the suffering of orphaned wildlife on public
lands preventing the unethical trapping of mothers with young.

Kelly Harnett

Spearfish SD

Beautifyspearfish@gmail.com

Comment:

Two whom it may concem,

I have three degrees in wildlife managemenl, natural resource management, and flsheries and wildlife
conservation and biology. I worked in the lield for many years specifically with black bears, bobcats, deer,
turkey, and bats. I hunt and fish for consumption. I have zero problems with hunting and trapping, when it is
done according to besl managemenl practices.

Unfortunately, science (and you can pull several peer reviewed articles from the Journal of Wildlife [,4anagement
among other sources if you'd like) has proven having an unregulated bounty, especially during spring when
young are born is incredibly detrimental to biodiversity let alone ethically wrong. Even Pheasants Forever
doesn't condone this as a management practices. And with many of these species, when they are heavily
hunted, then tend to go into reproduction overload and increase the number of young they produce which is
counterintuilive to the purpose of this 'management' plan.

Pheasant habitat has been decreasing in this state for a long time, if people want to ensure a heallhy pleasant
population, they need to manage for habitat not try to kill off a majority of predators.

This so-called management plan needs to be stopped immediately until a formal review of the process,
procedures, and impact to the targeted species and biodiversity of the ego system can be conducted. I also
urge you to speak to wildlife biologists in other states about their best management practices and habitat
management praclices.

I trust that you will not set South Dakota back decades by allowing such an outdated and proven false
management practices to continue.

Respectfully,

Kelly L. Harnett



Kelly Harnett

Spearfish SD

Beautifyspearf ish@gmail.com

Comment:

I urge the commission not to extend the use of traps on public lands. The current May 1 deadline should be
maintained because it enhances public safety, promotes tourism, and reduces lhe suffering of orphaned wildlife
on public lands preventing the unethical trapping of mothers with young.

I have three degrees in wildlife management, natural resource management, and fisheries and wildlife
conservation and biology. I worked in the field for many years specifically with black bears, bobcats, deer,
turkey, and bats. I hunt and flsh for consumption. I have zero problems with hunting and trapping, when it is
done according to best management practices.

Unfortunately, science (and you can pull several peer reviewed articles from the Journal of Wildlife Management
among other sources if you'd like) has proven having an unregulated bounty, especially during spring when
young are born is incredibly detrimental to biodiversity let alone ethically wrong. Even Pheasants Forever
doesn't condone this as a management practices. And with many of these species, when they are heavily
hunted, lhen tend to go into reproduction overload and increase the number of young they produce which is
counterintuitive to the purpose of this 'management' plan.

Pheasant habitat has been decreasing in this state for a long time, if people want to ensure a healthy pleasant
population, they need to manage for habitat not try to kill off a ma.iority of predators.

This so-called management plan needs lo be stopped immediately until a formal review of the process,
procedures, and impact to the targeted species and biodiversity of the ego system can be conducted. I also
urge you to speak to wildlife biologists in other states about their best management practices and habitat
management practices.

I trust that you will not set South Dakola back decades by allowing such an outdated and proven false
management practices to continue.

Camilla Estes

Menifee CA

Comment:

I urge the commission not to extend the use of traps on public lands. The cunent May I deadline should be
maintained because it enhances public safety, promoles tourism, and reduces the suffering of orphaned wildlife
on public lands preventing the unethical trapping of mothers with young.

Respectfully,

Kelly L. Harnett



Stephanie Samavarchian

Rapid City SD

stephaniepersia@yahoo.com

Comment:

I urge the commission not to extend the use of traps on public lands. The current [/ay 1 deadline should be
maintained because it enhances public safety, promoles lourism, and reduces the suffering of orphaned wildlife
on public lands preventing the unethical trapping of mothers with young.

Wolfgang & Kathleen Schmidt

Nemo SD

elkcabin@msn.com

John Dal Negro Jr

Ocala FL

home11949@hotmail.com

Comment:

barbaric thing to do

Poh Ooi-Holmes

Ben AYon PA

pyoh@hotmail.com

Commont:

As a member of the public, I strongly oppose trapping in these lands!

Comment:

We urge GF&P to not extend use of traps on public lands. The May 1 deadline should be maintained to reduce
suffering of these animals.

Eve Palma

Van Nuys CA

mitsuepalma@yahoo.com

Comment:

I urge the commission not to extend the use of traps on public lands.



Karen Schnitzer

Cheshire CT

kschnitzerl @aol.com

Comment:

Mike Forzley

Rapid City SD

Mjforz@gmail.com

Comment

I am a wildlife biologist with an M.S. from ilontana State University, and am working on a PhD from University
of Montana. The biologists in charge of this program have no integrity, and are ignoring basic, foundational
aspecls of conservation ecology. Biologists should not be charged with protecting and enabling NON NATIVE
species like pheasants, especially when the tool that they are using is the eradication of NATIVE species. This
is disgusting, anti conservation, and any biologist involved in this should be ashamed of themselves. STOP
PRIORITIZING NON NATIVE SPECIES. Absolutely disgraceful. Your wildlife agency has no integrity. Stop
pandering to hunters, start doing real conservation.

Maria Minguela

Ponce,P.R. PR

adefenderofbaddogs@outlook.com

Comment:

A Transgeneralional cullure of cruelty is being fostered. L,laiming,hurting and killing wildlife under the excuse of
"sport" is sickening.Children are being taught there is gralification in killing innocent wildlife.

Nancy Harris

Laurinburg NC

American Patrioto6061 944(Dyahoo.
com

Comment

I urge the commission not to extend the use oftraps on public lands. The current May 1 deadline should be
maintained because it enhances public safety, promotes tourism, and reduces the suffering of orphaned wildlife
on public lands.

Sincerely yours,

Nancy Carolyn Harris

I urge the commission not to extend the use of traps on public lands. The cunent May 1 deadline should be
maintained because it enhances public safety, promoles tourism, and reduces the suffering of orphaned wildlife.
Surely wildlife deserye some humane consideration, and ought to be able to raise their young in peace.



Diane Jackson

Huntingtown MD

dijacks@yahoo.com

Comment:

I urge the commission not lo extend the use of traps on public lands. The current May 'l deadline should be
maintained because it enhances public safety, promoles tourism, and reduces the suffering of orphaned wildlife
on public lands preventing the unethical trapping of mothers with young.

Janet Flanagan

Platina CA

Janet.Flanagan@outlook.com

Comment:

NO EXTENSION ON TRAPPING!

Julie Anderson

Rapid City SD

signsofhope@rap.midco.net

Comment:

Mary Fritz

Laverne CA

mtfritzi@gmail.com

Comment:

"l urge the commission not lo extend the use of traps on public lands. The current May I deadline should be
maintained because it enhances public safety, promotes tourism, and reduces the suffering of orphaned wildlife
on public lands preventing the unethical trapping of mothers with young.'

Trapping on public land should be prohibited. The majority of the public is against trapping for fun and
recreation. The second century initiative should include humane ways to generate revenue from our wildlife
that live on public lands for the majority of visitors and residents who do not hunt or trap and have no desire to.
Living with wildlife and protecting the land should be the vision of this agency, not trying to revive cruel and
outdated traditions of the past. Please listen to the majority of the people in this state and visitors nationwide
and stop the Nest Predator Bounty Program. This requires a permanent ban of traps on public land.



Donald Brady

Sioux Falls SO

bsplace6l 93@gmail.com

Comment:

Just wondering how you teli domesticated animals and wild animals and kids not to mess with traps. They have
no idea. Dont think its needed and I feel its just too inhumane.

Marilyn Rasmussen

Sioux Falls SD

mrasmussen064@gmail.com

Comment:

The Nest Predator Bounty program was launched without appropriate public input or scientific research. How
can the randomness of lhis approach bring about the desired outcome? ln addition, many ofthe animals are
suffering starvation and cruel deaths. GFP does not really know if this program is helping or hurting the
ecosystem. At the May 23 meeting, please STOP this program now.

Nancy Dean

Santa Fe TX

ndean43882@aol.com

Comment:

I urgently ask you to vote against the cruel trapping practices that affect our wildlife and can also
indiscriminately cause death to other animals and possibly humans in a cruel manner if incidentally get trapped

Ceanne Alvine

Tucson AZ

Ceannealvine@aol.com

Comment:

Public lands and wildlife are our heritage. Small animals do not deserve to be trapped and tails turned in for
bounty. Sick sport. Please vote to eliminate trapping of small animals such as racoon, skunkx, fox, possum,
etc. The ecosystem will balance itself out without intervention. Thanks



Jamie Al-Hai

Rapid City SD

jamie@msisd.com

Comment:

I am in opposition to Nest Predator Bounty Program and I am requesting lhat you uphold the decision of the
South Dakota Legislative lnterim Rules Review Committee re.iecting your April rule amendment to allow trapping
on public lands and improved road rights-of-ways beyond May 1.

There is NO sufficient scientific data to support that by decimating our native wildlife species, we would improve
the pheasant population. The role that these native wildlife species play in maintaining a healthy diversified
ecosystem, far outweighs any benefit that could be had by their elimination! The extension you had approved to
allow lrapping throughout their offspring season, opens the opportunity to not just kill 50,000 individuals but an
additional average of 5 offspring. With the current updated killing of 16,'145, if even just half were female, that is
the deplorable possibility of 40,362 deaths in the first 7 weeks of this ill conceived program!

The justification of the proponents, to motivate South Dakota children to get outdoors, is mind boggling. What
about fishing, camping, hiking, biking, rock climbing, boating, swimming, photography, and the list goes on, as
outdoor activities, at no direct cost to the taxpayer? Trapping, killing, cutting off the tail, and literally throwing
the body away, is teaching good stewardship of our environment to our youth???

The people of South Oakota are appalled at the concept of the Nest Predator Bounly Program and the manner
in which it went into effect. Please respecl our views and concerns, and maintain the decision of the South
Dakota Legislative lnterim Rules Review Commiftee!

Renee Lefthand

Freeman SD

ROLLYKOAL@YAHOO.COM

Comment:

I oppose the use of lraps

Comment:

Some people may visit South Dakota to hunt pheasants but far more people live and visit South Dakota
because they like the proximity to nature.
There was no environmental impact study done to learn how this program would ultimately affect our state and I

believe it will have dire consequences for wildlife and humans alike.
The Governor and her friends have a personal financial interest in pheasant hunting and I believe this program
is not only a conflict of interest but a barbaric display of ignorance.

Katherine Brown

Black Hawk SD

underthemidnightblue@hotmail.co
m



Linda Zachow

Custer SD

lindakz@goldenwest.net

Comment:

I think this program goes against our natural ecosystem !! Also, as a mental health nurse, I think this teaches
animal cruelty is ok to young children as opposed to teaching normal hunting/Iishing as a child is older!

Laura Tjaden

Sioux Falls SD

Comment:

I urge the commission not to extend the use of traps on public lands. The cunent May I deadline should be
maintained because it enhances public safety, promotes tourism, and reduces the suffering of orphaned wildlife
on public lands preventing the

Kathleen Keys

Pierre SD

katmagjo@msn.com

Comment:

I am asking the commission lo NOT extend the May 12th deadline for trapping on public lands. The citizens of
SD need a chance to commenl on this.

Lacey Jackson

Sioux Falls SD

laceyandandy@gmail.com

Christine Clark

Custer SD

C2l chris@gwtc.net

Comment:

This idiotic plan of Kristy Noem's needs to be shut down immediately!!!

Comment:

I urge the commission not to extend the use of lraps on public lands. The current [,4ay 1st deadline should be
mainlained because it enhances public safety, promoles lourism, and reduces the suffering of orphaned wildlife
on public lands preventing the unethical trapping of mothers with young. The best outcome would be for the
Bounty Program to be completely revoked and the practice of cruel and barbaric trapping eliminated until a full
environmental impact survey can be completed.



Linda M. Hasselstrom

Hermosa SD

lindamicheleTTT@gmail.com

Comment:

I urge the commission not to extend the use of traps on public lands. The current May 1 deadline should be
maintained because it enhances public safety, promotes tourism, and reduces the suffering of orphaned wildlife
on public lands preventing the unethical trapping of mothers with young. Because I am a rancher, I control
hunting and trapping on my private land. I will close my land to ALL hunting and trapping if this deadline is not
maintained.

I urge the commission not to extend the use of traps on public land. The current May 'l st deadline should be
maintained because it enhances public safety, promotes tourism and reduces the suffering of orphaned wildlife
on public lands preventing the unethical trapping of mothers with their young.

Peggy Mann

Aberdeen SD

mann_5m@yahoo.com

Comment:

Trapping is an inherently violent practice that is as unnecessary as it is cruel. South Dakota can and needs to
do better. Please don1 be blinded by greed. Please don't go backward into the barbaric time zone. Trapped
animals are subjecl to extreme suffering, panic and agony oflen for hours on end. Let alone all the baby animals
that succumb to death without being nursed by their mothers so inhumane and wrong. Anybody with a decent
conscience can't support this and I won't.

Samantha Abbott

Spearfish SD

SaleabTT@live.com

Comment:

I urge the commission not to extend the use of traps on public lands. The current i/ay 1 deadline should be
maintained because it enhances public safety, promotes tourism, and reduces the suffering of orphaned wildlife
on public lands preventing the unethical trapping of mothers with young.

Rachel Welch

Sioux Falls SD

RLRoth1029@gmail.com

Comment:



Katy Stulc

Rapid City SD

Plagmkaa@hotmail.com

Comment:

oppose

Donna Hudson

Sioux Falls SD

donnaohana@yahoo.com

Comment:

oppose

Oonna Hudson

Sioux Falls SO

donnaohana@yahoo.com

Comment:

oppose

Karen Hilliard

Sturgis SD

Moxiecfl l@gmail

Comment:

Please end this program now! Our family doesn't wanl to see dead and rotting corpses littering our beautiful
landscapes as we use our beauliful public lands. The eco system of our state will unbalanced for generations
and you know this but have turned a blind eye. Please, please end this program!

Courtney Keppelman

Sandy UT

ckeppelman@hotmail.com

Comment:

I urge the commission not to extend the use of traps on public lands. The cunent May 1 deadline should be
mainlained because il enhances public safety, promoles tourism and reduces the suffering of orphaned wildlife
on public lands preventing the unethical trapping of mothers with young.



James Bingham

Rapid City SO

!1b501@outlook.com

Comment:

Please do not extend the use oftraps on public lands. The current i,{ay 1st deadline should be maintained.
This is a terrible program and traps on public lands will harm tourism, increase the risk to public safety and will
encourage unnecessary cruelty to animals.

To Whom it May Concern;
Although ldo not live in SD, I have vacationed there several times and my husband and son have gone
pheasant hunting there numerous times. Because of your unscientilic and horrendous actions againsl your
native nest predators just to boosl a non-native bird population (which you know won't happen), we will do our
pheasant hunting and quail hunting in Kansas or any other state that does not wantonly kill their beneficial
animals. I hope this backfires on you and your state. I hope you are infested with ticks, bugs, mice and disease!
It would serve you right! Absolutely abhorrent what you have been doing. Your Governor is a psychopath!

Kc York

Hamilton MT

info@tfmpl.org

Comment:

Please stop the trapping bounty on public lands. This is not only scientifically unjust, traps and snares are
indiscriminate, the young of lhese animals will also perish and the public's safe use of public lands is
jeopardized. The good people of SD don't want this and the rest of the country is now watching, too. Honor the
public trust and please discontinue this irresponsible unethical trapping bounty at least on public lands. Thank
you.

t

Vicki Markus

Centennial WY

vicki.markus@gmail.com

Comment:



Stephanie Witkoski

Davie Broward County FL

nikeeta2l @aol.com

Comment:

No comment text provided.

Sally Bunt

Belle Fourche SD

sbunt00@gmail.com

Comment:

Get all the traps off public land and end the whole thing. Cold hearted when you think of all the babies that died
because of the messed up program. I totally oppose this program.

Stacey Sturma

Sioux Falls SD

Comment:

I urge the commission not to extend the use oflraps on public lands. The current May 1 deadline should be
maintained because it enhances public safety, promotes tourism, and reduces the suffering of orphaned wildlife
on public lands preventing the unethical trapping of mothers with young.

Lori Tetreault

Whitewood SD

lori.tetreault5T@icloud.com

Comment:

I urge the Commission not to extend the use of traps on public lands, which encourages hunters to destroy
innocent animals which leads to ullimate deaths with their orphaned babies.

Deborah Gangloff

Rapid City SD

d gan gloff@rushmore.com

Comment:

For God's sake stop this evil, inhumane, unnecessary practice. What kind of a stale are we???!!! Do you have a
conscience? Keep our beautiful slate in balance.



Lavina Staab

Sioux Falls SD

razziecat@sio.midco.net

Comment:

I am urging the commission not to extend the use of traps on public lands. The current May 1 deadline should
be maintained because it reduces the suffering of orphaned wildlife on public Iands by preventing the unethical
trapping of mothers with young. lt is nol sportsman like, it is cruel, and the goal of maintaining our public lands
should nol be eliminating/exterminating certain creatures."

Dean Parker

Sioux Falls SD

dean.parker.TT@gmail.com

Comment:

I urge the commission not to extend the use of traps on public lands. The current May 1 deadline should be
maintained because il enhances public safety, promotes tourism, and reduces the suffering of orphaned wildlife
on public lands preventing the unethical trapping of mothers with young.

Colleen Jukich

Kalispell MT

CjukichT@bresnan.net

Comment:

Please do not extend lhe trapping season further into our spring This would leave suffering wild land babies a
slow agonizing death. This is also the season for many outdoors persons to enjoy our land. Which means, kids
in tow, pets tagging along in danger. Please stop this.
Thank you, Colleen

Ronelle Thompson

Sioux Falls SD

ronelle.thompson@augie.edu

Comment:

The indiscriminate trapping of these animals will have an impact on the ecological balance within our state. For
example, possums are known for eating ticks. What happens now that hundreds have been killed-often
mother possums leaving babies to die? All this for the pheasant population-seriously?



Mary Tautkus

Oeadwood SD

jtct@rushmore.com

Comment:

I am so against this horrific practice that will surely impact our ecosystem not lo menlion teaching children
nothing aboul compassion. lt has been shown that people who do not respect wildlife and animals will not
respect others either. Prove to me it is not about money...how can this state be so cruel!!!!

I am wriling to ask the commission NOT to exlend the use of traps on public lands, and maintain the current
May 1st deadline. Allowing trapping on public lands through August 31sl risks public safety and is bad for
tourism. L/olhers are also caring for their young during this time, please help to reduce the suffering of orphaned
wildlife by prevenling unethical trapping of mothers on public lands. Modifying the existing rule is not in the best
interest of South Dakota.

Sara Parker

Sioux Falls SO

sara.parker@perceptivemedia.net

Comment:

Barbara St. Clair

Brookings SD

bobb5767@hotmail.com

Comment:

"l urge the commission not lo extend the use of traps on public lands. The cunenl May '1 deadline should be
maintained because it enhances public safety, promotes tourism, and reduces the suffering of orphaned wildlife
on public lands preventing the unethical trapping of mothers with young."

Janice Zupko

Shirley MA

jan1262@comcast.net

Comment:

This is an abhorrent program that eliminates a large portion of animals just so another species of animals
(pheasants) can be killed as well. What is the endgame here? Does the above statement make sense? lf money
is the driving force, someone has it all wrong. There are more humane ways to do it. Why focus on murdering
animals when they can attract tourists who love to see them in their natural habitat? A ma.iority of people
oppose cruelty lo animals and this is what this program is lhrough and through. Think about the impact to the
environmenl. You will see the consequences down the road. lt will happen and then how do you correct it. Every
drastic aclion has a very real and bad reaction. Nalure can correct itself to a point but this is overkill that can
never recover. Think about what impact this program will have if allowed to continue. Please don't let it
continue. lt will have devastating effects. Mark my words



Michelle Short

Canton SD

Comment

oppose

Sue Menter

vadnais Heights MN

s uementer@comcast.net

Gomment:

I strongly urge the commission not to extend the use of traps on public lands. The current [/ay 1 deadline
should be maintained because it enhances public safety, promotes tourism, and reduces the suffering of
orphaned wildlife on public lands preventing the unethical trapping of mothers with offspring.

Lisa Moore

Rapid City SD

jlnooreTl 21 4@gmail.com

Comment:

I fail to see any value to conversation but see it as something a person in power - l.e. Governor Noem. -can use
for their own (or their families) personal gain. lf this is needed it can be done in such a better way. As it is it now
it is merely a mutilation program.

Cheryl Sparks Duncsn

Terre Haute lN

xraycs@yahoo.com

Comment:

oppose

Mitzi Frank

Sharon Center OH

mitzif59@yahoo.com

Comment:

I do not want trappers to have four additional months to trap on public lands because even more animals will
languish and suffer. I believe that lrapping is cruel and inhumane.



Peggy Ellingson

Sioux Falls SO

Peg4tzus@msn.com

Comment:

I am opposed to this program for the indescribable cruelty brought against'nest predators'. The fact the
Governor & GFP came up with this program in secrel to only benefit big money from supposed out of state
hunters of ducks & pheasants is even wo

Dianna Torson

Brookings SD

Torsond@me.com

Comment:

Too many animals are suffering. Mothers cannot return to their young. People's pets are at risk. Please retain
the i/ay 1st deadline for removal of traps.

Joe & Shari Kosel

Lead SD

,skosel@gmail.com

Comment:



Secretary Hepler, South Dakota Game Fish & Parks Commissioners:

We oppose expansion of the trapping dates. Two aspects of the current situation are critically important.

First, we would request consideration of an environmental review. There are no known numbers or limits being
placed on these specific animals other than the financial limitation defined in the initiative. As a public resource,
it is necessary to gather thorough information concerning the health status and population numbers of that
resource.

Second, we believe as currently written, this rule violales slate criminal law. Specifically, SDCL 40-36-27 and
-16 preclude anyone from killing a predatory animal on public property without proper licensure. Our
understanding of your rule is that anyone, regardless of lhe licensure, can engage in this trapping and killing of
predatory animals. Our reading of the state law suggests that ovet 16,271 crimes may have already been
committed. Administrative rule making cannot abrogate codified statutes passed by the legislalure. lt is our
intent to push for enforcement of our criminal law.

40-36-27. Killing of predatory animal without hunting license as misdemeanor-Falsification of bounty claim.
Except as provided by S 40-36-16, it is a Class 2 misdemeanor for any person to hunt, take, or kill predatory
animals without possessing a resident small game license or a residenl predalor/varmint license, or to falsify
any bounty claim, or to claim a bounty on any skin for which a bounty has been paid or refused.

40-36-16. Hunting license not required of landowner to receive bounty. A landowner or occupanl does not
have to possess a resident small game license or a resident predator/varmint license in order to receive the
bounties specified in S 40-36-15 for the killing of the predatory animals specilied by that section within the
confines of the owner's or occupant's property.
Source: SDC 1939, S 25.1001 as added by SL 1963, ch 141, S 1; SL 1998, ch 252, S 2.

Further, there is a reason May 1 is the current deadline. Beginning mid-May, these essential predalors bear
their young. By allowing traps to remain on public lands through this essential rearing period, you are allowing
state-sanctioned animal cruelty on lands owned by all citizens of South Dakota.

When a mother is trapped and killed for her tail, her babies are left to die a slow death of dehydration and
starvation. This is intentional and willful animal cruelty against our native wildlife.

40-1-2.4. Cruelly to animals--Felony. No person may subject an animal to cruelty. A violation of this section is
a Class 6 felony. This codified law applies to all animals in South Dakota, regardless if domesticated, livestock
or our wildlife.

We've received many comments and pictures from trappers, bragging of the lactating females they've trapped
and killed. Using misogynistic language, as if obsessed with their torture. This is unacceptable by any
compassionate standard of all life.

Commissioners, you are an independent body. Your role is not one of "follow the leader" but that of oversight. lt
is your duty to manage wild animals for the benefit of the public - the entire public.

Please reconsider expanding the trap dates on public lands and abiding by our codified statutes.

Shari Kosel
Chair/Co-Founder
South Dakotans Fighting Animal Cruelty Together (SDFACT)

Joe Kosel
Attorney/Board Member
South Dakotans Fighting Animal Cruelty Together (SDFACT)

Lead, SD



Natasha Osborn

Stevensville MT

Frognchase@gmail.com

Comment:

Ethelle Bean

Madison SD

esbean@msn.com

Comment:

This program does nol teach SD youth sportsmanship or how to enjoy the outdoors. lt teaches animal abuse.
Live trapped and then slaughtered by someone who is inexperienced? This is lust so worthless a program. Plus
what about the role these predators play in our ecosystems. Possums, for example, eat ticks and lhis is a wet
year perfect for ticks. This program does nol make scientific sense. lt is wiping out native mid-level predators in
a half baked scheme to protect non-native pheasants so out of stale hunters can pay to come to the Noem
family's hunting lodge and shoot peasants. ln reality it is so cruel!

This is immoral. Killing wildlife during breeding season should be outlawed. Also killing native predators lo
benefit and introduced game bird is ridiculous. Study after study has shown that predator eradication does NOT
help bolster populations. I used lo live in SD and am ashamed that this state would allow such cruel, unscientiflc
practices to benefit pheasant. Horrible.



oonna Fisher

Deadwood SD

dmfisher@wildblue.net

Comment:

I support the ruling by The Legislative lnterim Rules Review Committee to disallow kapping on public lands for
the Governor's Nest Predator Program. I support the committee's view that all trapping equipment must be
removed from public lands.

For the following reasons, I object to the Nest Predator program:
1. I object to a program involving children and youth that was implemented without study and without
consultation about its effect on children's safety and psychological well-being.
2. I object to a program that has been implemented without expert scientilic input comparing effecliveness of
predator suppression with habitat development in enhancing nest production. Have as an environmental impact
of this program been done about controlling small rodents, prairie dogs and rabbits when their natural predators
are reduced?
3. I object to the investment of significant taxpayers dollars in a program that was not recommended by either
the hunting public, the Legislature or GFP and implemented without due process. Pheasanls Forever states that
investment in increased habilat is more effective than predator control in improving pheasant populations.
4. I object to the investment of taxpayer dollars in a trapping and bounly program involving children as young as
preschool as indicated in GFP publicity and photographs promoting the program. Has anyone given thought to
training new trappers aboul humanely killing and safely disposing these animals?
5. This program has been advertised widely so that persons beyond our state see the images of young children
encouraged to trap small game animals during breeding season, kill and cut off tails to receive bounties (without
a serious youth education program or evidence that the killing will be effective in protecting nests). Tourism is
our number two industry. lmages of children with animals carcasses promoted in a photo contest do NOT
project the image of a state that establishes wise wildlife policies or raises youth to be respectful and educated
about our wildlife resources.

Therefore, I appeal to GFP Commissioners to immediately stop this program and to return unspent funds to
programs from which they were taken.

Anne Kosel

Longmont CO

Comment:

l'm in disbelief that South Dakota-a state so rich in natural beauty and protected lands-would put its name next
to a program such as this. Encouraging children to kill wildlife in order to kill more wildlife with guns for money?

Please please let it be your legacy lo teach your children Respect and Protection of Life for the beautiful species
of South Dakota.

Nina Ring

Sioux Falls SD

Comment:

oppose



Eva Bareis

Rapid City SD

eva1365@hotmail.com

Comment:

Please oppose extending the trapping season to August 31 on public lands. A honific number of animals have
already been killed, large numbers in areas where there arenl even pheasants. Enough!

Alison James

Sandy Hook CT

alisonjamesS2@yahoo.com

Comment:

Another exercise of killing wildlife. For shame on lhis departmenl

Barbara Felderman

Rapid City SD

Annfelfer@gmail. Com

Comment:

\-. STOP THE INSANITY!!! Such a unintelligent program and expense of our money!!! Two stupid selfish people
started this alone. STOP lT NOW!!!

Jacqueline Dusseau-Beilke

Sioux Falls SD

iacqueline.beilke@gmail.com

Comment:

I urge the commission not to extend the use of traps on public lands. The current May 1 deadline should be
maintained because it enhances public safety, promotes tourism, and reduces the suffering of orphaned wildlife
on public lands preventing the unethical trapping of mothers with young.

Amanda Johnson

Yankton SD

amandaj l31@yahoo.com

Comment:

I urge the commission not to extend the use of traps on public lands. This program is an absolute disgrace. The
current May '1 deadline should be maintained for numerous reason not limited to: enhancing public safety,
promoting tourism and reducing the suffering of orphaned wildlife on public Iands preventing the unethical
trapping of mothers with young. Why were the voters not given a say in this? The majority of South Dakotans
oppose this horrific program and the least that could be done at this time is to keep trapping off public lands.
Please do not allow trapping back on public lands and please please end this ridiculous, inhumane program
immediately!



Jeannette Thomas Vance

Aberdee SD

Jeathomas@hotmail.com

Comment:

I urge the commission not to extend the use of traps on public lands. The current May 1 deadline should be
maintained because it enhances public safety, promotes tourism, and reduces the suffering of orphaned wildlife
on public lands preventing the unethical trapping of mothers with young.

Karen Doyle

Temecula CA

nightpeddler@hotmail.com

Comment:

I urge the commission not to extend the use of lraps on public lands. The current May 1 deadline should be
maintained because it enhances public safety, promotes tourism, and reduces the suffering of orphaned wildlife
on public lands preventing the unethical trapping of mothers with young.

Cindy Rock

Milwaukie OR

C.rock@comcast.net

Comment:

I am writing to demand the trapping, killing and colleclion of tails of wildlife, stop immediately. As a former
resident of this area, I am dismayed at the ongoing slaughter of wildlife for profit making. I believe our stales are
learning to appreciate their citizens regard for prolecting wildlife.

Stephanie Farac

Pierre SD

Balle12661@gmail.com

Comment:

End cruel nest predator bounty. Honible to the ecosyslem and teaching kids to kill

David Talleagle

Conroe TX

dreagle2679@yahoo.com

Comment:

OPPOSE TRAPPING ON PUBLIC LANOS



Steven Neill

Spokane Valley WA

scneill@msn.com

Comment:

Besides being utterly needless and inhumanely cruel, traps set on public lands during the summer months pose
a risk for humans and pets who frequent these lands during the warmer months on vacations or getaways. My
dogs run free all the time in the woods but I certainly wouldnl let them where traps could be present. Th'ank you
for your time, Steven

Kristi Miller

Harrisburg SD

Kristislack@hotmail.com

Comment:

lnhumane and unnecessary

Maria Fotopoulos

Midwest City OK

mf otopou los@earth link.net

Comment:

N4ay 1 deadline should be maintained because it enhances public safety, promoles lourism, and reduces lhe
suffering of orphaned wildlife on public lands preventing the unethical trapping of mothers with young.

Dana Utt

Wesl Sacramento CA

lotuslovejoy2@gmail.com

Comment:

ioppose trapping on public lands.

Deborah Tesi

Las Vegas NV

natalil00@yahoo.com

Comment:

I urge the commission nol lo extend the use of traps on public lands. The current [,4ay I deadline should be
maintained because it enhances public safety, promotes tourism, and reduces the suffering of orphaned wildlife
on public lands preventing the unethical trapping of mothers with young.'



Dolores Zelazo

Morris Plains NJ

Ozelaz o58@gmail.com

Comment:

I urge the commision to end the trapping! Stealing the lives of baby possum's and cutting off their tails is
horrible! Stop it now!!!

Debra lnscoe

Wilm lm Ngton NC

disonba35@aol.com

Comment:

You must get bv rid of traps, they maim, kill and destroy

Barb Beronski

Chicago lL

Babeandbarb@yahoo.com

Comment:

Stop trapping aninmals. Stop killing animals

Kathy Maldonado

Palm Bay FL

tabbygirl62@gmail.com

Comment:

Trapping is cruel, inhumane and only benelils the hunler. So many other animals get caught and suffer. This is
barbaric and outdated. We will not tolerate this any longer. End immediately!

Valerie Sisson

Kentwood Ml

vlrie69@gmail.com

Comment:

This in horrible Cruel barbaric unnecessary



Deana Banos

Edgewood NM

deanabanos@yahoo.com

Comment:

History has shown what trapping can do lo animals and lhe environmenl. Please allow nature to live and nature
takes care of lhe environmentlAs humans on this earth, it is our responsibility to protect animals as we protect
children because animals are innocent to the actions of mankind.

Marsha Pechman

Harrison Twsp Ml

sunrayeel @yahoo.com

Comment:

Trapping is cruel and barbaric!! please stop killing!!!! please do not add more time to this horrfic act of cruelity!

Debra Johnston

Hot Springs SD

healingtouch.hotsprings@gmail.co
m

\-, Comment:

Participants in lhe program are not required to complete any trapping education course; lhey don't even have to
obtain a trapping license. The wildlife agency gives no guidance on how to humanely kill trapped animals or
deal with domestic pets captured in the traps. Trapped animals can die slowly from shock, dehydration,
starvation or exposure. The crealures who do survive long enough for the trapper to retum are often killed
inhumanely, by drowning, chesl compression, asphyxiation or strangulalion.

Mass trapping in the spring is especially cruel to young animals who are orphaned when their mothers are
killed. These newborns often die of starvation.

The program claims to promote awareness and education while training a new generation in conservation and
wildlife management. But instead it is training residents, especially children, to kill needlessly.

This is SEVERELY unbalancing the ecosystem. STOP THIS!!!!!

Julie Nicholson

Oak Park lL

,ewels.julie@comcast.net

Comment:

lf weletall this trapping, there will be no more animals around. Thishastostop! lt is unnecessary!! lt is so
CRUEL!!



Amy Dozier

Jefferson Wl

Kissyboots59S3@netscape.net

Comment:

I urge the commission not to extend the use of traps on public lands. The current lilay 'l deadline should be
maintained because it enhances public safety, promotes tourism, and reduces the suffering of orphaned wildlife
on public lands preventing the unethical trapping of mothers with young. Please show some compassion for
these innocent animals. Thank you.

Tanya Kasper

Wimberley Tx

tkasper@newvistasolutions.com

Comment

I am opposed to extending the use of traps on public lands - lrapping should be ended not exlended to prevent
additional suffering. We do not want trappers to have four additional months to trap on public lands because
even more animals will languish and suffer. We do not want our wildlife tortured and killed for the benefit of the
cruel fur trade industry or any other industry. Please do the right thing and protect our wildlife.

Dina Canzoneri

Wilmington DE

calltopost@icloud.com

Comment:

Do not allow trapping on public land!

Margo Richardson

Lambertville NJ

Nikilovescampin g@yahoo.com

Comment:

Please protect wildlife not destroy them. lt beyond cruel and horrifying death

Kirsty Cooper

Buckinghamshire ME

krustykapoor@gmail.com

Comment:

Stop killing wildlife in traps




